Subject:
From:

Re: ERB: SPAM from Confidential
"Eddy Cue"

Confidential
Received(Date): Mon, 30 Aug 2010 21:05:24 +0000

To:
Date:

"Patrice Gautier"

Confidential

Mon, 30 Aug 2010 21:05:24 +0000

Let's prioritize this as it really solves a big problem. I think customers will understand even
without seeing all of them. If I search for the 49ers and get NFL app I will understand.

Sent from my iPad
On Aug 30, 2010, at 10:18 AM, Patrice Gautier

Confidential

wrote:

yep - the difficulty for a user is understanding why all these results are showing up though.. ponfq
Confidential

Andrew:

Confidential

On Aug 29, 2010, at 4:01 PM, Eddy Cue wrote:
Confidential

This guy has a really good idea! |
Confidential

Eddy

On Aug 29, 2010, at 12:55 PM, Phillip Shoemaker wrote:

Privileged and Confidential
Yes, we instituted Step 1 last week. We will work with the developer to determine an
appropriate deadline.
thanks Phil.

On Aug 29, 2010, at 12:50 PM, Philip Schiller wrote:

Privileged and Confidential
My suggestion:

Step 1: accept no more app submissions to the app store from this developer
Hopefully we have done that and told them

Step 2: We give them a reasonable deadline to dramatically reduce the number of apps or they
will be kicked out of the store
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On Aug 29,2010, at 12:46 PM, Phillip Shoemaker wrote:
Privileged and Confidential

We've had an ongoing relationship with the company Confidenti , as they intend on creating
Confidential
for the store. We've been having this ongoing conversation with them to
consolidate their apps, but I've discovered that they're still submitting apps at the same time.
This has got to stop, as they are spamming the store. See the following link:
Confidential

We called them again last week to discuss this, and this is the response we got back. While I
believe the developer still needs to comply and consolidate their apps, he has some interesting
data, especially with regards to his attempt at consolidation. I'm sending this out mainly so
Matt and team can see if there's something they can get from this with regards to
discoverability on the App Store.
Phillip
Begin forwarded message:
Confidential
From: .
Date: August 26, 2010 11:18:03 AM PDT
Confidential
To: Richard Chipman
Subject: Re: Your App Store submission

Confidential

foriPad

Richard,
thanks again for your call, and thank you for your invitation to email you my point of view
on this.
You state that one of the reasons I need to consolidate my maps into less apps is findability

in the app store.
I couldn't agree more. The app store is such a huge success with developers that finding an
app is indeed a problem. From my sales numbers and a statistical analysis I've done, I see a

couple of things that are relevant to this discussion:
1) people don't use google to find apps. If they did, I would see it in the traffic on my
website. Apple has apparently done an excellent job with the app store and people don't look
elsewhere for their app needs. A big factor is the app store icon on each device of course, but
it's an important point to make anyway.
2) people use the top-25 lists in the app store. I see a direct correlation between maps
appearing in the top-25 lists and my downloads. Both the most popular, and the recent apps

list are a big influence on sales.
3) If people don't find what they're looking for in the top 25 lists, they use keywords.
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And this is where things get interesting. Bear with me for a while while I first talk about
consolidation, I'll get back to keywords in a while. You've asked me to consolidate. I have

done so, as you know, in this app:
Confidential

I've invested considerable effort in this app - I want it to succeed, because of a few simple
reasons: one app is easier to maintain than lots, and the odds that I get returning business

from an app that has many in-app sales options are bigger than with a single stand-alone
map, where people have to go back to the app store for another map. I've invested time in

developing the app, money in getting the server storage and bandwith to deal with the
downloads, and time in uploading the 700 in-app purchases. Count about 5 minutes for a
completed map to upload the database to my server and enter all the information in the
iTunes Connect database, and you see this isn't something I did just to please you. I want this
to work, because if it works, it's not just better for Apple. It's better for me as well.
The initial download numbers reflect my earlier point about the top 25 new apps list. The

later sales numbers also reflect my point about the keywords: when not in the top-25 list,
people use keywords, and they are not finding the consolidated app. People looking for, say,
"Ibiza" are finding a lot of stuff - but not the consolidated app, even though it is indeed
relevant to the search. Sales numbers are less than 25% of what it should be when I compare

it to the stand alone apps.
So, how to fix this? Unfortunately, the only one who can really fix this is Apple. I'll explain
how, and I would love to be proven wrong on this by somebody suggesting another solution.

Confidential

Confidential That way, no matter how small a town, if I have a map for it, people will find
it. In fact, there are a number of cities that I have no competition for in the iTunes store, and
people are downloading those cities as stand-alone apps, but not in the consolidated app. The

search algorithm needs to return the consolidated app for those cities, or people willleave
the app store thinking there's no map at all if I'm not allowed to have stand-alone apps.

Another way to fix it is to change the category structure. I willlimit my remarks to the
"Travel" category for now, you'll have to get feedback on the other categories from other

developers.

Confidential

Confidential
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There are other points that need to be made. The "findability" problem in the app store has a
lot of causes, and as you rightly state the number of apps is one of them. But there's more.
There is a huge amount of, pardon my french, crap in the app store. Flashlights, beer-tilting
apps, pull-my-finger apps, etc. Yes, most of them are free, but they make it extremely

diffcult for serious apps to do something free. Case in point, my consolidated app is free, and
contains zero maps after download (but it does show online map images, so it isn't blank).
I've seen negative feedback in the app store and one-star feedback because people found out
that the actual in-app purchase of the maps isn't free. The expectations for a free app are

utterly tainted by all the free gimmick apps out there, and you'd find me cheering loudly if
Apple were to clean those up. What I could do is make the consolidated app non-free and
allow one free in-app download, let the user pick a map, but I would require API support for

this to prevent people from deleting the app, reinstalling it, and downloading another free
map. Again something that Apple would have to change for me to work. And even if you did
so, there would still be the keyword problem.
Then there's the requests by users. You're telling me to stop uploading apps, but what do I

tell people who email me with requests? Some of these requests have become best-sellers for
me, and I get a few every week. If you want, I can send you some email addresses of people

who have been very happy with my support of their requirements.
I understand you cannot talk about future changes to the way the app store works. I expect a
lot of effort is being put in things I see only rumors about - perhaps I will know more after
the September 1 event. This probably means you cannot tell me if the above suggestions are
even considerd, let alone accepted or rej ected by Apple. This may put you, or even both of
us in a bit of an awkward situation in this discussion, because I may be urging for things
already accepted or rej ected. I can let you know that anything I am told of future changes in
any Apple product I consider to be confidential and under non-disclosure, even if not
directly told by an Apple employee. If it helps the discussion for you I am willing to sign a
non disclosure on this subj ect. I also realize that if you cannot do such a thing you're also not
going to be able to respond at all to this paragraph. That's fine, I just want you to know the

option is there.
As to your question on how far down I would be willing to consolidate: down to a number
that is as low as possible. If the findability of the 700 City Maps I mention above is fixed, if I
see sales go up to numbers that match the sales of the standalone apps, I will immediately
start removing lots of maps from the app store. The less apps I have to maintain, the better it
is for me. In an ideal world, that number would be one. It's likely that there's a small set of

best sellers where it would make sense to keep the stand alone versions along with the
consolidated app, but then you're talking numbers lower than 50 or 100 or so. We'll cross
that bridge when we get there. The first thing that needs to be done is that people will
actually find and download the 700 City Maps app. The next thing after that, but that's

probably in-line with your other cleanup work in the app store, is that the image of a free app
needs to improve - but that's far less urgent than the problem that people are currently not
finding the app.
And in closing, I would really hope that this is a simple fix on your end:
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Confidential

Richard, please feel free to give me any feedback at all, and feel free to have people in your
team do the same. I want the same thing as Apple here, but it looks like I've done on my end

everything that can be done.
Confidential
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Subject:

From:

Re: NYT article
Confidential

"Peter Oppenheimer"

Received(Date): Fri, 16 Mar 2012 17:08:11 +0000

To:

"Eric Gray"

Cc:

Confidential
"Dean Migchelbrink"
Confidential
"Chris Keller"

Bcc:
Date:

Confidential

"Peter Oppenheimer"

"Eddy Cue"
Confidential

Confidential

Fri, 16 Mar 2012 17:08:11 +0000

Dean,

Can you send something that shows for the last few months our write-offs for fraud that we are
getting for charge backs and the level of refunds we are doing for customers.
Peter

Eric,

What would we need to do to provide better responses to developers? In thinking about this, we
should not let this sentiment become fact by virtue of our not responding to developers,
especially if we can demonstrate that this is not accurate. To the extent that it is, we need to fix it
just as we did more than a year ago when ran into problems. This is very strategic to us, and we
want to be bullet proof.
Peter

On Mar 15, 2012, at 9:47 PM, Eric Gray wrote:
Peter,

We've repeatedly answered this question and haven't yet identified a case where there is an actual
issue. The perceived difference is always associated with developers who have significant levels
Confidential
of refunds and the associated timing of such refunds. 1
Confidential
Vulillu.11%41

In response to the point that we don't provide good support. We intentionally reply with a
standard and rather vague response that the reporting is not intended to reconcile due to timing
differences and we do not individually investigate each inquiry, but instead review enough of
them to ensure both the daily / weekly reporting and the monthly financial reporting continue to
be reliable for their intended purposes. We have good user guides and FAQ's that would allow
Confidential
one to reconcile things.
Confidential
t never seem like a great investment, but we could re-consider.
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I had heard from PR that this was coming, and it is unfortunate as the issue is very small as a

percentage of our business and impacts a very small percentage of our developers.
We are making great progress on anti-fraud measures right now and have a very comprehensive
strategy that we are in the early stages of executing on.

Thanks
Eric
On Mar 15, 2012, at 9:21 PM, Peter Oppenheimer wrote:
Eric and Dean,
This just posted from the New York Times. I know we are working on the customer account
fraud points made in the article but I have not heard of the developer payment concerns below
(which one cites in the millions). Here is the relevant section:

One successful American game developer,

who spoke on condition of anonymity for
fear of retribution by Apple, said he started

to notice discrepancies in payments last
summer. The developer said his team had
sent multiple e-mails to Apple, but that it

had not addressed whether the missing
payments were a result of fraud. Over the
last year, the gap has amounted to mill ions
of dollars, according to internal documents
provided by the developer.
With little action from Apple,

sorne

affected developers have banded together.
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One Chinese developer, CocoaChina, has
created an antifraud alliance of roughly a
dozen developers.
While many of the affected consumers and
developers said they did not blame Apple

for their misfortunes, nearly all said the
company could be more responsive, and
noted that it lacked even a dedicated phone
line to deal with complaints.
"Apple wants to pretend that everything is

magic," said Alex Stamos, co-founder of
iSEC Partners, a security firm. "They need
to admit that their products can be used by
bad people to do bad things. "
What is going on here? Why are developer inquires not being answered?
Peter

For Apple, Pressure Builds
Over App Store Fraud
By EVELYN M. RUSLI and BRIAN X.

CHEN
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In a little over an hour, Ryan Matthew
Pierson racked up $437·71 in iTunes

charges for virtual currency that he could
use to buy guns, nightelubs and cars in
iMobster, a populariPhone game. One
problem: Mr. Pierson, a technology writer
in Texas, has never played iMobster.
"This was fraud," said Mr. Pierson,
GG
recalling the November incident. I woke
up, checked my e-mail, and I could see

these purchases happening in real time. "
Mr. Pierson raised the issue with Apple and

his bank, and the problem was eventually
resolved. But his experience is hardly

unique, as reflected by hundreds of online
complaints saying that Apple's iTunes
Store, and in particular its App Store,

which the company portrays as the safest of
shopping environments, is not so secure.
The complaints come from consumers like
Mr. Pierson, who say that their accounts

have been hijacked or that some apps are
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falsely advertised. And they come from

creators of apps, who say they are having to
deal with fraudulent purchases that drain
their time and resources. Software makers
also complain that competition in the App

Store has become so brutal that many
companies resort to artificially inflating
their popularity rankings to grab attention.
It's a change for Apple, which was

once criticized for its micromanaging of the
App Store. Now the problem is not too

much control, but too little.
"This kind of thing just happens any time a
platform is successful," said David Edery,
chief executive of Spry Fox, a small

software company that sells games in the
App Store. "People start flooding into it

and it starts to get crazy. "
The App Store offers more than 600,000
applications for iPhones, iPads
and iPod Touches, and has already
generated billions in revenue for Apple and
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its developers. That makes it both the best

deal going for software makers and
consumers, and also a hulking target for
those looking to manipulate the system and
cheat people.
Apple declined a request for an interview,

but said in a statement that it was working
to enhance security. It advised customers

whose payment information had been
stolen to change their iTunes passwords

and to contact their financial institutions.
In the shadowy world of hacking, it's often
unclear how criminals get iTunes
passwords or credit card information. But
the App Store, and Apple's broader iTunes

Store, have become playgrounds for illicit
transactions. And the Web is rife with App

Store scams. On Chinese online
marketplaces, like Taobao or DHgate, some
sellers are offering access to iTunes

accounts for as little as $33· One seller on
DHgate, for instance, has sold 56 iTunes
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accounts for less than $35 each, promising
thousands of dollars in ,G credit. "
There are services that claim to generate
codes for iTunes gift cards, and forums that
explain how to use prepaid Visa cards to
get free App Store purchases.
The scale of the problem is difficult to
gauge without Apple s cooperation, though

there is widespread anecdotal evidence,
even on Apple's own site. On one Apple
GG.
support forum, a thread titled 1Tunes

store account hacked, " there are some
1,370 replies, starting in November 2010
and extending to Thursday. Last week,
more than 100 people on Twitter who said
they were iTunes users complained about

stolen funds.
Last month, Daniel Saewitz, a 20-year-old
Syracuse University student, was charged
$81 for purchases related to a Chinese
iPhone game. He alerted Apple and
changed his iTunes password. But 24 hours
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later, he said, his account was hacked
again. In an e-mail, Apple said it was
refunding Mr. Saewitz's money, but added

that it was making an exception to its usual

rules.
For developers, the scams can cause big

headaches, eating up resources and
damaging their reputations. Several game
makers in China, where many of the hacks
appear to originate, said they had lost
hundreds of thousands of dollars because
of fraud.
Hoolai Game, a Beijing-based developer
that introduced an iPhone app last year,
looked at its monthly payments from Apple

and found that they were roughly 20 to 50
percent less than the sum of the daily
reports it gets from the company. Hoolai

and others say they believe these missing
payments are fraudulent transactions that
are wiped out by Apple.
More troubling for developers is that
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consumers whose accounts have been
improperly charged often blame the game
makers. The reviews in the App Store for
Kingdom Conquest, from the Japanese
game giant Sega, include dozens from

incensed users who accuse Sega of robbing
them. Sega, which first noticed a burst of
fraudulent transactions last summer, is still
working on the problem, according to Ben
Harborne, a brand manager at the

company.
,G

"

We are very worried about reputation,
said Jian Huang, the president of Hoolai,

who hopes to introduce a game in the
United States later this year. "We have no

way to tell the customer that we're victims
too. "
One successful American game developer,

who spoke on condition of anonymity for
fear of retribution by Apple, said he started

to notice discrepancies in payments last
sunlnler. The developer said his team had
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sent multiple e-mails to Apple, but that it

had not addressed whether the missing
payments were a result of fraud. Over the
last year, the gap has amounted to mill ions
of dollars, according to internal documents
provided by the developer.
With little action from Apple,

some

affected developers have banded together.
One Chinese developer, CocoaChina, has
created an antifraud alliance of roughly a
dozen developers.
While many of the affected consumers and
developers said they did not blame Apple

for their misfortunes, nearly all said the
company could be more responsive, and
noted that it lacked even a dedicated phone
line to deal with complaints.
"Apple wants to pretend that everything is

magic," said Alex Stamos, co-founder of
iSEC Partners, a security firm. "They need
to admit that their products can be used by
bad people to do bad things. "
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One problem, Mr. Stamos said, is that
iTunes customers use a single account and
password to access all Apple services. For

example, the same login can be used to
download a $1 game or buy a $ 2,000
laptop through the Apple Store app. He
said that Apple could adopt a two-step
verification method like Google's. For

example, if a user wanted to log in to the
iTunes store on a new device, Apple could
send a message to his iPhone containing a

code, which he would enter to verify his
identity.
Some App Store problems are the fault of
the developers themselves - including
those who make it harder for consumers to
trust the store by cheating the system. The
easiest ways to find new apps are Apple's
Top 25 lists for different categories,
GG
including most downloaded." But some of
those downloads may not be generated by
real people.
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Walter Kaman, an independent

programmer, said he was disheartened by a
phone call from a service that offered to
put his game in the Top 25· He said the

promoter, whom he declined to name so as
not to attract clients to the service, had
hired someone to build an army of software
"bots " that automatically download apps
and drive up their rankings. The company
wanted $5,000 for this service, said Mr.
Kaman, who declined.

Mr. Edery of Spry Fox said his company
was approached in October by a firm called
GTekna, which offered to push its apps into
the Top 25 for $ 10,000. Chang-Min Pak,
GTekna's chief executive, said in an

interview this week that it stopped offering
such a service because Apple reminded
developers in February that it was not

allowed.
Then there are the customers who have

been tricked into downloading apps that
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are not what they seem to be. Apple has

strict guidelines for developers, and it has
tools and human reviewers to screen apps.
But bad ones do slip through. One $2 app,

for example, promises extra virtual coins
for people playing the game DragonVale.
But when customers download the app, no
coins appear. The app has received dozens

of one-star reviews from customers
complaining that it is a seam and should be
removed.
John Casasanta, owner of the iPhone app
studio Tap Tap Tap, said the issue of
developers manipulating the App Store
G,
remained largely unaddressed. Apple has

been doing the barest minimum to keep
these things under control, because from
their perspective, there's simply not a
problem, " Mr. Casasanta said.
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Subject:
From:
To:

Date:

Fwd: App Store Problem
"Tim Cook"
"Cue Eddy"

Confidential

confidential

, "Philip Schiller"

Confidential

Wed, 10 Oct 2012 00:33:15 +0000

Begin forwarded message:
Confidential
From:
Subject: App Store Problem
Date: October 9, 2012 3:06:05 AMPDT
Confidential
TO:

Dear Mr. Cook,
I was hoping you might be able to stimulate the resolution of a problem in the Mac app store.
My app,
Confidential
was approved for sale on the
app store on September 13th. The problem is that the app is virtually invisible on the store

because searching for it by keyword or even by name yields no results.
I've gone through the proper channels and have been told that the iTunes Connect team is
"diligently working to resolve this issue" however the problem was reported on September 17th
and there has apparently been no status updates or visible progress since then.
This issue has turned what would have been a big launch opportunity for our company and
software into a complete non-event. At this rate we may be better off pulling Confidential

from the app store and going back to selling directly from our web site, where we sell many
times more copies per day and aren't limited by sandboxing and other app store rules.
I'm hoping that you are willing to intervene and increase the priority of resolving this problem
entry in the search index.
Confidential
which I believe is a relatively simple matter fixing

Going without the increased sales from being on the app store has been an unexpected blow to
our small company.
It may be relevant that

Confidential

store.

is. I believe. the|

Confidential

|to be sold on the ann

Confidential
Confidential

Sincerely,
Confidential

Confidential
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Confidential

Confidential
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Subject:
From:

Fwd: App Store Search Changes (iOS)
"Philip Schiller 11
Confidential

Received(Date): Fri, 06 Nov 2015 03:24:39 +0000

To:

1
1
Haun"

Cc:
Date:

Confidential

"Eddy Cue"

Confidential
Confidential

"Matt Fischer"
I,"Phillip Shoemaker"

L"Ron Okamoto"

Confidential

1. " C.K.

Confidential

"Greg Joswiak"

Confidential

"Brian Croll"

Confidential

Fri, 06 Nov 2015 03:24:39+0000

FYI
Begin forwarded message:

From:

Confidential

Date: November 5,2015 at 7:32:41 PM EST

To: Philip Schiller

Confidential

Subject: App Store Search Changes (iOS)
Phil,

The App Store Search changes introduced earlier this week made finding quality apps even
harder than it was. As you know, most non-VC backed companies that are trying to make money
selling apps, do rely on search for app discoverability. The app economy is such, that it is not
possible to advertise your way into profits, even at scale. Quick and relevant search is vital. It's
never been perfect, but the latest changes made bad situation worse. Here's an example:
Consider Tweetbot for Twitter. As you may know, this is an incredibly popular and well made
app. If you go to the App Store on your iPhone and search for "twitter", Tweetbot never shows
up. The apps that do show up now, often times have nothing to do with Twitter, for example,
emoji apps, wallpaper apps etc. Further, the apps that do appear at the top, are often abandoned
apps that are no longer maintained, for example, Tweeter (at #10). This is a horrible app, with
horrible ratings that hasn't been refreshed since 2008.
This is obviously just one example, but it demonstrates the essence of the problem.

Our apps have literally been obliterated from search. We used to rank high on our target search
terms, and we have been updating our apps regularly for the past 7 years. These recent App Store
changes have effectively put us out of business, overnight.
Regards,
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Confidential
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Subject:

Sad iOS App Developer

From:

Confidential

Received(Date): Tue, 03 Oct 2017 14:58:35 +0000

To:
Date:

Confidential

Tue, 03 Oct 2017 14:58:35 +0000

Hi Mr. Cook,
I'm ~confidet one of two guys who left

Confidential

Confidential

We raised

money and built a product people seem to be getting excited about!
Unfortunately, we have a problem. In the iOS App Store, searches for
Confidential

Confidential

~and other variations and and exact matches do not show our product in the

first ~100 results. I've written to developer support multiple times, and while they are
responsive, nothing changes in the result queue. I understand that your algorithm

weights different factors, but for an exact match to (effectively) be absent is very
surprising and upsetting.
We went to #1 on

Confidential

two weeks ago and have had some attention, but every

time we get exposed to new users, we hear "we can't find your app on the App Store."
Providing a direct link doesn't seem to help - people use the App Store to find apps, and

if an app isn't discoverable, it simply will not be found, downloaded, and adopted.
I'm writing to you because this going to kill our startup. We believe we're really
innovating - building an app that provides value in a new way. But we simply cannot
succeed if we can't be searched on your store. This is sad for us, but also sad for the

iOS ecosystem.
Thanks for reading,
Confidential
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Subject:

Re: Warren arguments

From:

"Kristin Huguet"

Confidential

Received(Date): Tue, 12 Mar 2019 20:49:10 +0000

To:
Date:

"Steve Dowling"

Confidential

Tue, 12 Mar 2019 20:49:10 +0000

Agreed on all.
On Mar 12, 2019, at 1:48 PM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

I agree with your points but I also don't want our arguments to get too narrow. We should just
point out what Warren and the press aren't thinking through - and counter or anticipate their
arguments:

We are not a monopolist - that's shown by market share - despite our size
The App Store has created 2m jobs in every state (how many in MA? IA? NH?)
How do we handle competition with our own apps? We don't do things like pushing down
results, etc., as Google (one of her real targets) has

etc.
So, I think this is more of a legal argument than an App Store issue.
On Mar 12, 2019, at 1:34 PM, Kristin Huguet

Confidential

wrote:

We'll work through it but just an FYI.
Begin forwarded message:
Confidential
From: Kristin Huguet
Subject: Re: Warren arguments
Date: March 12, 2919 at 1:22:39 PM PDT
Confidential
To: Tammy Levine
Confidential
Cc: Fred Sainz

, Tom Neumayr <_

Confidential

Thanks Tammy,
I feel like the first 3 out of 4 of these are wrong. Because we do have native apps, I don't think
we can say our apps don't come pre-loaded and you can't remove them. The reason our

services aren't on the app store is because of the native apps.
I think we're better served looking at the success of developers and the thriving businesses ifs

created.
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On Mar 12, 2019, at 12:20 PM, Tammy Levine

Confidential

wrote:

Hi Fred,
Further to Dowling's comments about being prepared for the Elizabeth Warren, below
are some initial arguments in support of the App Store. LMK next steps and how I can

support further.
Apple is not monopolistic

· The App Store gives users more choice, not less because Apple apps are not preloaded on the iOS.

· Users have the freedom to individually select which apps they wish to download
from the App Store.
· Apple Apps pass through the same review and approval process as all 3rd party

apps.
Many Apple services such as Apple Music and Apple News are not on the App

Store.
The App Store is vast, diverse and thrives as a result

· Apple apps represent 0.0001% of all apps on the App Store (311 of 2 million).
· The App Store does not subordinate the exposure of 3rd party apps.
· If Apple apps are featured in App Store marketing, it is for their quality, relevance

and appropriateness.
Expanding App Store software download guidelines could harm

consumers (store within a store)
· The App Store is the single safest way to protect consumers that are downloading

software.
· Downloading unverified software outside of the App Store introduces risk to

consumers, and is therefore not allowed.
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We may also want to note that the obvious alternative to Apple releasing its apps via the
App Store is to pre-load the software on the products in the iOS. This approach would

clearly be even more problematic.
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Subject:

Default apps in iOS, iPadOS issue

From:

Confidential

Received(Date): Tue, 18 Jun 2019 13:55:02 +0000

To:
Date:

Confidential

Tue, 18 Jun 2019 13:55:02+0000

Iii Craig,
I am very excited about iPadOS. Great work to you and your whole team for putting this
together. Yay! That, files app and the app switching is just too good. My favorite is the small
keyboard on iPadOS. Thank you so much! I've one more request. Please think about this one too.
Everyone can change default email and browser apps on their MacOS but why can't they choose
it on the iPhone and iPad? All my emails and browsing history are not available on my iPhone
and iPad because of this issue. I've trying to get some help on this for 10 years without any
resolution. You agree that it is very important have consistency for a pleasant experience. It is
one of the top Lund's usability maxim as well.
As suggested bv your support team, I've removed the default email app on my iPhone/iPad, so
every-time I accidentally click on an email link, it takes me to the app store to download the
email app. There are many times you cannot even copy the email address and so it takes a long
and painful procedures just to email someone.
After more than 10 years and persuading many-many people to switch over to iPhones, I had to
finally give up last January and move to android just because I wanted to use "3rd-party" email
app by default on my iPhone. I can deal with that, but I really do not want to give up my iPad for

just this request.
Can you please look into this and provide a way to change default email and browser apps on
iPadOS at least. I think it will make many many many customers very very happy. Please!
Thanks,
Confidential
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Subject:

Default App Policy

From:

Confidential

Received(Date): Thu, 15 Aug 2019 15:55:50 +0000

To:
Date:

Confidential

"Craig Federighi"

Confidential

Thu, 15 Aug 2019 15:55:50 +0000

Hello Gentleman,
I have been a long time Apple products user. My family loves the Apple products and the
incredible value they add to our day to day lives.

One thing that I strongly believe Apple can improve as far as the iphone\ipad user experience is
concerned is letting the users choose their default apps.
At this time there are so many apps that Apple provides out of the box which have great
alternatives on the appstore. To name a few:
Mail Client, Apple Music, Reminders, Apple Maps, SIRI, Messages, Camera etc.
If Apple believes that they make the best apps in the respective categories why not let users
choose what they feel is the best. At this point I cannot have Google Maps as my default maps
app, or I cannot slide left on lock screen and launch Halide Camera app instead of default

camera.
I am a big time advocate of freedom of choice. And I feel there is some scope of improvement
for Apple with its default app policy.
Thank you again for making such wonderful products.
Confidential
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Subject:

Re: Next steps on Apple & Baidu partnership

From:

"He,Helen" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Wed, 03 Jun 2015 04:31:25 +0000

To:

"Brian Croll"

Cc:

"YeeWee Koh"

Confidential
Confidential

Confidential

Schiller" I
Date:

"Fang.Yimin"

,"Daniel Suen"

Confidential

,"Phil

Confidential

Wed, 03 Jun 2015 04:31:25 +0000

Brian*
It has been a while since my colleagues and I visit you at Apple's campus. I will be travelling in Bay Area

with my colleagues during the week of June 22nd and would like to meet you for foliow-up discussion.
I would appreciate if you could let me know your preferred time of June 22nd week. My colleagues and I

are looking forward to seeing you again.

Regards,
Helen

From: Tim Cook

Confidential

Date: Wednesday, August 6, 2014 at 3:47 AM
To: "Li,Robin"

Cc: HAIWEN HE
Confidential
Croll

Confidential

, Phil Schiller
, YeeWee Kohl
Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

, BMan

Subject: Re: Next steps on Apple & Baidu partnership
Robin,
Thanks for visiting with me. I'd like Apple to have a deeper relationship with Baidu and I think some of the
items below are great starts. Here is the status of a few of the items:

1. Search - Both iOS8 and Yosemite will include Baidu as the default search engine. Both operating

systems are available as a developer release today and will become available to our customer base in the
Fall.
2. Input method- iOS8 will enable Baidu to have significant capability with extensions, such as Baidu's

input method.
3. Map App- Eric Albert from Eddy Cue's team is in China this week and I've asked him to contact you to
begin an investigation. Please put him in touch with the right person on your side and we will assess this

opportunity.
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4. APP Review Fast Track- We can set up a process where Baidu could send us a beta app for review

and this can often speed up the process.
I'm assigning two key contacts for Baidu and both of them can help manage through Apple: YeeWee Koh
from our Beijing office and Brian Croll from Cupertino. Both are a part of Phil's team. YeeWee will
engage Brian where needed and I am asking both of them to reach out and introduce themselves.
Finally, we are looking at your positioning service.
Best,

Tim
On Jul 25,2014, at 11:42 AM, Li,Robin -

Confidential

wrote:

Tim,

It was great to catch up with you this morning and find we share many common views.

I want to make sure that we follow up on some of the ideas we discussed. Specifically, It would be
great to make progress in the following five areas of cooperation. Please designate someone on
Apple side as the contacting person. On Baidu side, our chief strategy officer Helen He will serve

as the point of contact.

1.

Search: Baidu has the best and most popular Chinese search engine. It would be great to set
Baidu as the default search engine (browser default search, mobile search APP) for all Apple
devices in China.

2.
Input Method: Baidu has the best and most popular Chinese input method(particularly among
Apple users). It would be great to set Baidu IME as the default input methods for all Apple devices
in China.

3.

Map APP: It would be great to set Baidu Map APP as the default mapping application for (or
pre-install in) all Apple devices in China.
4.

5.

Positioning Service: I recommend Apple to use our positioning API as we are the most
popular, most accurate, and most reliable one in China.
APP Review Fast Track: Baidu offers many services to Apple users in the form of iOS APPs.
It would be great to set up a fast track for the review process for Baidu APPs.

Beside the above, Apple and Baidu have many other mutually benefiting cooperation
opportunities, such as integrating Baidu's leading Chinese voice recognition technology into Siri,
Siri uses us as the backfill search engine, and utilizing Baidu's personal cloud services inside
China. I look forward to a long and fruitful relationship between our companies.
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Robin
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Subject:
From:

Re: Reuters: Opera says to introduce faster browser for iPhone
"Phillip Shoemaker"

Confidential

Received(Date): Wed, 10 Feb 2010 16:12:32 +0000
To:

"Natalie Harrison"

Cc:

"Phil Schiller" I
Confidential
Confidential

Kerris"

Date:

Confidential
Confidential
1, "Greg Joswiak"
,"Eddy Cue" 1
1 "Ron Okamoto"
1,"Katie Cotton"
Confidential
I, "Natalie

Confidential

1,"Trudy Muller"

Confidential

Wed, 10 Feb 2010 16:12:32+0000

It is unlikely that this Opera release is using our webkit, which is required for all browsers on our
platform. Usually we give non-compliant browsers a quick rejection, but in this case I'll bring it
to the ERB when the app gets submitted (and give PR a heads-up).
On Feb 10, 2010, at 7: 11 AM, Natalie Harrison wrote:

FYI Opera Mobile has issued a press release inviting media to see 'an exclusive preview of Opera
Mini for iPhone' at Mobile World Congress. They claim the browser is up to six times faster than
Safari and can cut data traffic by up to 90 percent.

Opera co-founder Jon von Tetzchner says: "We have not submitted it yet to the Apple App Store.
However, we hope that Apple will not deny their users a choice in Web browsing experience."
Reuters

Opera says to introduce faster browser for iPhone
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSLDE6190JO20100210

Wired
Opera Mini on iPhone Next Week

http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2010/02/overa-mini-on-iphone-next-week/
PC World
Opera to Reveal Alternative IPhone Browser Next Week

http://www.Dcworld.com/article/188990/overa to reveal alternative iphone browser next week.html

Natalie Harrison
iPhone PR
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mobile:
|

Confidential
Confidential

www.apple.com
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Subject:

From:

Re: Facebook and Apple

"Steve Jobs"

Confidential

Received(Date): Fri, 09 Apr 2010 00:35:58 +0000

To:

"Ron Okamoto"

Cc:

"Scott Forstall" I

Confidential
Confidential

,"Philip Schiller"

Confidential

Date:

Fri, 09 Apr 2010 00:35:58 +0000

I'd suggest we just cut Joe off from now on.

On Apr 8, 2010, at 5:25 PM, Ron Okamoto wrote:

Steve, Scott and Phil,
Some additional background: Earlier today Joe spoke to the press and was critical of our new
PLA and Obj ective C. I called Ethan Beard and Henry Moissinac at Facebook and told them we
were not happy with this because it was not the first time he's done this and it does not publicly
reflect well on our partnership. I reminded them that we do not have Apple employees blogging
and talking to the press being openly critical about Facebook.

Joe sent me an email after the press story hit explaining why he was "upset", and it looks like Joe
has been working on a cross compiler.
- Here's a copy of the email he sent me:

"Hi Ron,
iPhone OS 4.0 looks amazing and I really want to develop for it. That's why I was a bit upset to
read that the updated SDK agreement requires writing apps directly in Objective-C/C++ or
JavaScript, banning cross-compilers.
Last time we met you asked that I contact you directly if I have an issue with Apple, and I
definitely have issue with this. It appears to be a purely strategic limitation aimed straight at
Adobe. To accept this limitation you would have to convince yourself that Objective-C and
JavaScript are the best programming languages available, which I don't believe they are. A big
part of the reason I stopped writing iPhone apps is that I find Obj ective-C to be very unpleasant
to work with.
When last we met I was considering developing a Facebook iPad app. The reason I decided not
to was because I wanted to focus on my other proj ect, and my other proj ect was a new UI
programming language I'm developing which is cross-compiled to high performance C and
Objective-C. I had planned to use this language to make developing iPhone and iPad apps for
Facebook a much more efficient and fun process. Frankly, I think the language I'm creating is

leagues better than Obj ective-C, so it's unfortunate that you would stifle innovation in
programming languages just to keep crappy Flash ports out of the App Store. Not all cross-
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compilers are going to produce low quality apps.
I hope that you and your peers would be willing to discuss this new policy and consider reasons

why it could do more harm to your platform than good.

- Joe
- Here's what was reported earlier today:
Joe Hewitt vocal again.

Silicon Valley Insider
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/Facebooks-iPhone-Am)Maker-Is-siliconallev3738774059.html?x==0&.v==2

Facebook's iPhone App-Maker Is "Angry" About Apple's New SDK

Nicholas Carlson, On Thursday April 8, 2010, 4:47 pm
Joe Hewitt, the guy who made Facebook's very popular iPhone aDD, is "angry" about
changes Apple made today to it's iPhone software developers' kit (SDK).
Reached by email, Joe told us he's "unhappy" about a new rule forcing developers to use one
programming language, Obj ective-C, to write iPhone apps.

" So much for programming language innovation on the iPhone platform," Joe tweeted earlier
today.
He sent us this passage from the SDK:
Applications may only use Documented APIs in the manner prescribed by Apple and must not
use or call any private APIs. Applications must be originally written in Obj ective-C, C, C++, or
JavaScript as executed by the iPhone OS WebKit engine, and only code written in C, C++, and
Objective-C may compile and directly link against the Documented APIs (e.g., Applications that
link to Documented APIs through an intermediary translation or compatibility layer or tool are
prohibited).

We asked Joe this makes him "angry" (as he wrote in a now deleted tweet), and he explained:
Apple has always banned "virtual machine" languages, presumably for performance reasons,
which was understandable. However, there are an increasing number of cross-compilers that

allow translating from one language to Objective-C, which allows performance to still be very
good while allowing developers to use a language they prefer to Objective-C. Apple is now
banning those as well, which means developers who don't enjoy working in Objective-C have no
choice if they want to write a native iPhone app.
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Back on Twitter, Joe went on, "Tin upset because frankly I think Objective-C is mediocre and
was excited about using other languages to make iPhone development fun again."
We're tempted to wonder if this change will make its platform less popular with developers. But
we won't, because, for better or worse, when a platform can present so many attractive users the
way Apple's iPhone call, developers tend to get in line -- no matter how much they don't want to.

From: Joe Hewitt

Confidential

Date: April 8, 2010 4:53:58 PM PDT

To: Ron Okamoto

Confidential

, Scott Forstall

Confidential

Subject: Facebook and Apple
Gentlemen,
I just received a call from a VP at Facebook asking me to stop making critical comments about
your new SDK agreement in public. They seem to be worried that it night j eopardize
Facebook's relationship with Apple. If so, that would be unfortunate, since my opinions are
clearly my own and not Facebook's.

Still, I am sure you understand why I am being critical. I am a computer programmer and you
are harming my craft. I love your products and I have every reason to believe iPhone/iPad will
soon dominate in the marketplace, so shouldn't I be upset that a huge segment of the mobile

market will be discouraging innovation in the field of programming languages?
I am sure your view is that if you can stomp out Flash and Android, the world will be a better
place, and I'm inclined to agree with you, but I would prefer to help you win that war by making
great developers tools to help people make great iPhoneiPad apps. I can't fight with you if

you're using legalese as a weapon.

- Joe
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Subject:
From:

Re: NYT editorial board - right to repair
"Lori Lodes"

Confidential

Received(Date): Sat, 06 Apr 2019 21:26:06 +0000
To:

"Steve Dowling"

Confidential

Cc:

"Kristin Huguet"

Confidential

Confidential

Date:

,"Keri Fulton"

1

Sat, 06 Apr 2019 21:26:06 +0000

Here's a proposed revised version based on Tim's feedback, let us know what you think and

we'll send back.

"At Apple, customer satisfaction and safety are our top priority. We work hard to provide
our customers access to safe and reliable service when their Apple products need
repair. In the last two years alone, we've quadrupled the number of locations offering
iPhone screen repairs. There are now nearly 5,000 locations worldwide, owned and

operated by third parties, offering repairs by trained technicians who use parts certified
for safety and quality. We are continuously evaluating our programs and we are

committed to making service more convenient for our customers."
On Apr 5, 2019, at 4:04 PM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

It would be reactive depending on how we feel the piece comes out.

The quote looks good, updated the questions. Also, I'm working with AppleCare to get US
specific numbers but I don't think we've released those before so may want to keep to
worldwide.

At Apple, customer satisfaction and safety are our top priority. We work hard to provide
our customers access to safe and reliable service when their Apple products need
repair. In the last two years alone, we've quadrupled the number of locations offering
iPhone screen repairs. There are now more than 5,000 locations worldwide offering
repairs by trained technicians who use parts certified for safety and quality. We are

continuously evaluating our programs and we are committed to making service more
convenient for our customers.
Lori

On Apr 5, 2019, at 3:51 PM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

Is this for use in the editorial, or reactively afterwards?
How about:

At Apple, customer satisfaction and safety are our top priority. We work hard to provide
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our customers access to safe and reliable service when their Apple products need
repair. In the last two years alone, we've quadrupled the number of locations offering
iPhone screen repairs. There are now more than 5,000 locations worldwide offering
repairs by trained technicians who use parts certified for safety and quality. We are

continuously evaluating our programs and we are committed to making service more
convenient for our customers.
On Apr 5, 2019, at 3:22 PM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

The editorial is running in Sunday's paper but is slated to post online at 7 or 8 tomorrow
morning. It will come out in support of a national right to repair standard for consumer
products. The focus is not Apple but it will use us as an example to help make the case.
I think our response should focus on what we're doing to give customers more options.
AppleCare has validated the stats.
"It' s important our customers can easily access safe and effective repairs for the products they
rely on every day. For instance, in the last two years, we've quadrupled the number of places
our customers call go for screen repairs. There are now more than 5,000 options for a customer
to go for a repair that will be done safely, with genuine Apple parts and performed by a trained
technician. We'll keep reviewing our repair programs to provide customers with more

convenient service options that maintain the integrity of the product and user privacy.

.,

There's other projects we could bring up to show our growth but I think we may need to wait
for an exec conversation Lisa is scheduling for next week. For instance, the Genuine Parts
program leaked to Motherboard or our expansion to another 763 Best Buy stores in the US over
the next couple of months. Worth noting, Best Buy would like to make this announcement at
the end of May.

I ' ll send a heads up about the piece to Jeff, Lisa, Joz, Kaiann, Tara B but let me know what you
think about the general framing.
Lori

On Apr 3, 2019, at 2:52 PM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

Kaiann spoke on background to Appelbaum about his editorial which is now running in
Sunday's paper but he needed to file tonight.
In general, his questions focused on how widely available our repairs are - he spoke to a
Nebraska legislator who sponsored legislation a couple of years ago and noted her closest
AASP is two hours away. Besides questions around accessibility of repairs, he asked about a
claim we made around the Nebraska legislation about hacking.
Kaiann did a great job and emphasized the need for a thoughtful approach to repair policy

because of how important it is to balance customer safety with access to more convenient
repairs.
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Because of the direction of his questions, we may want to consider telling him about our pilot
Genuine Parts Repair program to underscore how we are prioritizing making safe and high
quality repairs available to more customers in more places than ever before. We also learned
today that starting next week we'll be expanding our footprint with Best Buy from 229 stores
certified as AASPs to about 1,000. Both of these points could be provided on background and

could help differentiate how we're handling repairs versus the farming industry.
Let us know what you think.

Lori
On Apr 3, 2019, at 1:30 PM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

I'm fine with Kaiann.

On Apr 3, 2019, at 1:00 PM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

Lisa is willing to do it but is traveling so if we're not able to have her do it in the next hour,
we'll need for someone else to brief him on background. Joz recommends Kaiann to cover the

basics of safety and our overall repair program.
Make sense?

Lori

On Apr 3, 2019, at 9:24 AM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

If we are comfortable making that pledge, sure. We should show that it fits with our overall

approach.
On Apr 3, 2019, at 9:20 AM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

Absolutely, we'll highlight the safety piece and am sending Pierce's tweet. Are you okay
with a proactive point about us working for customers to have more options to safe and easy

repairs?
On Apr 3, 2019, at 9:08 AM, Steve Dowlingl

wrote:

Confidential

If it's for the editorial page, I assume we can provide him with our high-level point of view
on background and refute any suggestions that we design for obsolescence. I would suggest

broader points that emphasize safety over economics:
- Look at what happened when a Wired reporter tried to open his iPhone with a screwdriver
- Explosions happen at landfills and recycling centers all the time because of improper

disposal of electronics
- Anecdotally, many of the safety incidents reported with mobile phones are related to faulty
repairs
On Apr 3, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

He asked about the glass repair based on this August rumor
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piece: https://bgr.com/2018/08/22/iphone-screen-repair-simply-mac-officiall
We thought mentioning the genuine parts pilot could help us with the public narrative as
well as with ongoing right to repair legislation. GA was supportive but we could keep it to
how we simplified fixing screens since we already discussed it with media last year and our
overall approach to repairs.
Confidential
wrote:
On Apr 3, 2019, at 8:36 AM, Steve Dowling
I worry that we are making some big assumptions here. Is Binyamin Applebaum even
following the AppleCare developments?

On Apr 3, 2019, at 7:28 AM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

Joz doesn't feel totally comfortable but will do. He asked about Susan Prescott speaking

instead.
For the messaging, we want to frame all of the sporadic news from AppleCare positively
under one narrative to show that we are exploring how to give our customers even more
options for affordable and accessible repairs.
The three proof points we'll use to show our ongoing efforts to make repairs as accessible

and easy for customers as possible while maintaining privacy and product safety:
1. The recently leaked Genuine Parts Repair program to make authentic Apple parts
available to more trained technicians.

2. Our recent expansion of Authorized Service Provider Network and how we are
making the repairs simpler - for instance, no longer requiring specialized equipment
for screen repairs.

3. New policies for easier battery repairs and replacements.

We will tread lightly as it relates to commenting on the Right to Repair legislation and
reinforce that we are updating our programs regularly while also working with our trade

associations to make sure any legislation takes into account privacy and safety concerns.
While this interview will need to happen at the same time as the exec discussions over our
broader repair strategy, we think this will strike the right tone and that we'll be able to get
buy in on the approach from GA, PM, and AppleCare.
Let us know if you think this makes sense and if you're okay with Susan speaking on
background instead.
Lori

Sent from my iPhone
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On Apr 2, 2019, at 1:48 PM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

I think it's worth giving him a high-level briefing. I doubt our recent documentation is an
issue here, but I could be wrong. We should have a ready answer for Joz just in case.
Confidential
wrote:
On Apr 2, 2019, at 1:46 PM, Lori Lodes

Appelbaum was writing for tomorrow but, thankfully, got pushed back to Thursday. The
piece is using Warren's new right to repair for agriculture to talk about the broader right
to repair effort and plans to use Apple as a symbol in that fight.

We're meeting with everyone shortly about the overall strategy and then I'll connect with
Joz.
Appelbaum has, of course, talked with iFixIt and others.

Lori

On Apr 2, 2019, at 10:29 AM, Kristin Huguet

Confidential

wrote:

The larger issue is that our strategy around all of this is unclear. Right now we're talking
out of both sides of our mouth and no one is clear on where we're headed. Lori will check
in with NYT and Joz and circle back.

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 2, 2019, at 10:24 AM, Steve Dowling

Confidential

wrote:

We should get him on the phone with Joz or Phil. Is he writing on specific right to repair

legislation, or the issue in general?
On Apr 2, 2019, at 10:21 AM, Lori Lodes

Confidential

wrote:

Binyamin Appelbaum is writing on right to repair for NYT editorial board. I can call

him to get more information but we're still not clear on our seemingly evolving position.
We have a meeting with AppleCare, PM, GA later today and then expect a meeting with
Lisa and Jeff later this week.
Let me know what you think makes the most sense.

Lori
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Subject:
From:

Right to Repair Update
"Lori Lodes"

Confidential

Received(Date): Sat, 30 Mar 2019 15:17:06 +0000

To:

"Steve Dowling"

Confidential

Cc:

"Kristin Huguet"

Confidential

I,"Keri Fulton"

Confidential

Date:

Sat, 30 Mar 2019 15:17:06+0000

Dowling,
In addition to the Genuine Parts Purchaser program detailed in the leak to Motherboard
yesterday, iMac manuals became available on Apple. com on Wednesday without any sort of
clearance. This follows a roll out earlier this month on a repair policy change allowing AASPs to
repair iPhones that have non-Apple replacement batteries that also was not flagged for PR.
Right now, it s pretty clear things are happening in a vacuum and there is not an overall strategy.
Plus, with one hand we are making these changes and the other is actively fighting Right to
Repair legislation moving in 20 states without real coordination for how updated policies could

be used to leverage our position.
Here's a quick rundown with a few more details of what we know about:

• Genuine Parts Repair: The program that leaked to Motherboard is in its early stages with
12 repair companies in Europe or Asia offering Apple authorized products for out of
warranty repair and about 60 more in the works; including several in the US. Unlike
AASPs, we're not managing these companies but they have access to our parts, tools and
trainings. Originally, we thought it made sense to roll out in early fall once there was a US
business on board.

• Manuals: The Environmental Technology team who manages the EPEAT certification
process posted the iMac repair manuals this week with plans to release manuals for Macs
and portable products in May or June and a desire to release an iPhone repair manual at
some point. The team failed to receive any clearance across the various teams. Sandy Green

thinks we should consider taking down the manuals; however, we think if s important to
have a decision about what our strategy is and execute against that direction. We have one
reporter inquiry from a freelancer who writes for iFixit and has had pieces run in the New
York Times and Popular Science.

• Mobile Repairs: Later this fall, AppleCare is planning to roll out a new service that will
bring repairs directly to customers. This will be through Verizon or another business with
large reach and will include authorized parts.
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We've engaged across teams and it's clear no one is on the same page and have a different
version of events. We are working to schedule a meeting with AppleCare, PM, GA for early next
week to see if there are answers to these questions so we call figure out the right messaging and
PR strategy:
• What is our repair strategy?

• Do we believe it' s important to get ahead of any additional regulations about repair options
in Europe or right to repair legislation in the US?

• Are we comfortable releasing our repair manuals for all products moving forward?

• Do we want to promote the Genuine Parts Repair program as part of our ongoing effort to
give our customers more choices?

• How should our public position on Right to Repair change to take into account the updates

we are making - should we connect the dots or try to keep everything separate?

Lori
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Subject: Re: Apple PR Contact
From: Dbeck Confidential
Received(Date): Thu, 01 Nov 2018 05:05:24 +0000
To: "Steve Dowling" Confidential
Cc: Zita Confidential
Date: Thu, 01 Nov 2018 05:05:24 +0000
Thanks, Steve. We’ll follow up with Amy.
Sent from my iPhone XS Max on iOS 12
On Oct 31, 2018, at 21:51, Steve Dowling Confidential

wrote:

Sorry. We are just slammed with earnings and the product launches. Most of the teams are on the
road.
Please reach out to Amy Bessette. She should have bandwidth but will need to be brought up to
speed.
Thanks
On Oct 31, 2018, at 6:35 PM, Zita Confidential

wrote:

Hi Steve and Doug,
Amazon is looking to have a conversation with us on the PR related to our deal as soon as
possible. They too are just trying to formulate the right way to message our deal and timing.
They are aware and sensitive to us having earnings tomorrow .
This converstaion between us will be timely, starting Friday Amazon plans to start the clean up
process and will start to reject a hundreds of resellers who are selling Apple products on
Amazon today. (They are not authorized resellers by Apple so Amazon agreed to gate them )
They think that will trigger press so want to align with us on the message etc.
Please let me know whom they should work with . I am happy to provide that person an update
on our new agreements as well.
Thanks !
Zita
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Downer, Steve" Confidential
Subject: Apple PR Contact
Date: October 31, 2018 at 6:21:47 PM PDT
To: " Confidential
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Cc: "Torgerson, Lori" Confidential

, "Kroon, Catie" <

Confidential

Hi Zita,
Per discussion, can you please connect Lori and Catie with the appropriate PR
contact at Apple who would be familiar with the new program on Amazon?
-Steve

Steve Downer | Director, Consumer Electronics | Confidential
| www.amazon.com |
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Subject: Amazon
From: "Nick Leahy" Confidential
Received(Date): Tue, 06 Nov 2018 17:34:32 +0000
To: "Steve Dowling" Confidential
Cc: "Amy Burke-Bessette" Confidential
Date: Tue, 06 Nov 2018 17:34:32 +0000
Dowling,
Some more detail on the Amazon deal in the works and the media approach. The deal
will put our full product line (with the exception of HomePod) for sale on Apple's official
store on Amazon. Currently we sell Mac, AirPods and various accessories.
As part of the deal Amazon will clear out all of the unauthorized resellers of our
products, some of which are counterfeit. This should begin later this week. According to
Amazon PR this is “tens of thousands” of resellers. Once the seller notifications go out,
Amazon expects press inquiries within hours. Their plan is to work these inquiries on
background, explaining they’re continually refining their marketplace.
They’ll also prepare a reactive statement about the additional Apple products that
speaks to their excitement to offer customers more choice this holiday season. I suggest
we offer a similar reactive statement.
Waiting on Amazon to send through their draft statements and Q&A and will come back.
Nick
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Subject:
From:

Fwd: A Mom's Plea Re: Apple Crackdown on Parental Control Apps
"Tim Cook"

Confidential

Received(Date): Wed, 05 Jun 2019 19:01:44 +0000

To:
Date:

"Phil Schiller" <

Confidential

Wed, 05 Jun 2019 19:01:44 +0000

Begin forwarded message:

From:

Confidential

Subject: A Mom's Plea Re: Apple Crackdown on Parental Control Apps
Date: June 5, 2019 at 11:38:40 AM PDT

TO:

Confidential

Dear Mr. Cook,
As the mom of two teenage daughters, I am deeply disturbed by the practices of technology
companies firmly aimed at keeping people, including kids, hooked on apps and devices. As I'm
sure you're aware, multiple, credible research studies have shown the detrimental effects of too
much screen time on children and teenagers.

Several months ago, I attended a private panel in Los Angeles hosted by Common Sense Media,
featuring Tristan Harris from the Center for Humane Technology and tech journalist Kara
Swisher, which detailed some of these disturbing practices. It was encouraging to see high-level
executives from YouTube, among other media and technology companies in attendance and

participating in conversations around how to ensure responsible, consumer-first practices in these
industries.
I, therefore, was shocked to read the recent NY Times

piece, https://www.nvtimes.com/2019/04/27/technology/apple-screen-timetrackers.html?searchResultPosition==1, detailing Apple's recent removal of parent controls apps
from its App Store. I learned about, and subsequently subscribed to Confidential ine of the removed
apps, based on an earlier NY Times article, which provided suggestions on effective tools for
parents to monitor and control their children's screen time.

Confidential has been an excellent tool and one that offers a great deal of customization and other
features that encourage my daughters to learn to moderate their screen time. I am deeply
disappointed that you have decided to remove this app and others like it, thereby reducing
consumer access to much-needed services to keep children safe and protect their mental health
and well-being.
As I listened to this morning' s NPR story, https://www.npr.org/2019/06/05/729892505/feds-look-
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into-big-tech-firms-for-anti-competitive-behavior, about the FTC's Bureau of Competition
investigating tech companies efforts to squelch competition in favor of their own services, I
couldn't help but think of Apple's removal of parent controls apps as an example of
unscrupulous behavior that runs counter to consumer protection.

Our family of four are devoted Apple customers. Collectively, we own 4 iPhones, 2 iPads, 2
iMacs, 3 MacBooks, and 2 Apple TV devices. We subscribe to iCloud storage and Apple Music.
I want to be very clear with you that I have never felt such outrage at Apple as I do right now.
How a company the claims to value its customers can behave in such a reprehensible and selfserving way makes me question our allegiance to Apple and its products.

When children's health is at stake, Apple should do the right thing. You, as its leader, should do
the right thing. I hope you will reconsider this decision and restore these vital consumer
protection tools to the App Store and do more to protect young people from the detrimental

effects of technology.
Sincerely yours,
Confidential
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Subject:

Re: MI)M?
Confidential

From:

Received(Date): Tue, 04 Jun 2019 17:02:31 +0000
To:

"Bill Havlicek" <

Confidential

Cc:

4

Confidential

Date:

Confidential

Tue, 04 Jun 2019 17:02:31 +0000

Hi Bill, so just following up, I just read the new 5.5 guidelines for the the MDM use.. WOW! ! I
cant believe how much money that costed us in the 6 months and Apple "Changed their mind
"

on the usage?
As a company that got booted from your store, then spent a little over 30k in re-developing the
app with your team helping us write the code to make it compliant, to Apple nowjust saying you
can use MDM again.. I mean WOW talk about death to a small company like ours trying to make
a difference in screen time health for kids. Especially knowing we never went to the media or
brought this to any legal and gov attention. I feel like we were just spit out for playing by the

rules.
Is there any help with this massive loss that Apple can help us out with?
I am so disappointed in this reversal of decision with really nothing much changing from the
developer side as far as the technology goes. From the guidelines we just have to list the reason
for using MDM and assuring we are not storing or selling the data... which from the very
beginning we complied to these new standards that Apple set, before these rules were even set..

we never collected any data other than a Childs name and how many steps they took (which
erased off our server every night at midnight)
Please help

· We complied with all this prior to being banned from the store and rebuilding
our app with your NEVPN compliancy
· 5.5 Mobile Device Management
Mobile Device Management Apps that offer Mobile Device Management (MDM)
services must request this capability from Apple. Such apps may only be offered by

commercial enterprises (such as business organizations, educational institutions,
or government agencies), and in limited cases, companies using MDM for parental
control services. You must make a clear declaration of what user data will be

collected and how it will be used on an app screen prior to any user action to
purchase or otherwise use the service. MDM apps must not violate local laws.
Apps offering MDM services may not sell, use, or disclose to third parties any data
for any purpose, and must commit to this in their privacy policy. Apps that do not
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comply with this guideline will be removed from the App Store and you may be
removed from the Apple Developer Program.
Confidential

President
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential

On Jun 4, 2019, at 7:50 AM,

Confidential

wrote:

Bill, Good Morning,
I was just reading an article in the NY times that Apple is now allowing MDM apps in the
App Store for consumer use? Can you please confirm that this is the case?
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
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Subject: Please Help with our App
From: Confidential
Received(Date): Thu, 17 Jan 2019 16:13:56 +0000
To: Confidential
Date: Thu, 17 Jan 2019 16:13:56 +0000
Eddy,
After my phone call with Bill Havlicek on Tuesday, I know my emails are reaching you and your
department. I am hoping that you have read our issue where your App Development Technical
Support Department has helped us code our updated app to comply with Apples new NONE
MDM compliance and yet the app was still rejected. The amount of money and time that was
spent working with your Developer Support Department and hours of coding and implementing
the NEVPN solution Apple provided us to use and certificate authentication to make our VPN
work, knowing exactly what our app does, only to be rejected by Apple saying “we don't support
Parental Control Apps anymore” The original App cost us in excess of 200k to build that was approved by your department when
we were using MDM.
- We followed Apples MDM documentation/guidelines and created code that falls in your
guidelines provided.
- We invested more money into the app with new features and updates which were again
approved by your department
- We took on a National PTA partnership as our solution was a solution that made such an impact
on schools across the country.
- Additional Updates were made and approved
- We were adopted by users/parents/schools and implemented after spending 100k on a NPTA
partnership for marketing to schools and parents around the country.
Then With the latest update to our app, Apple rejected our app, stating that MDM was no longer
allowed and that we would have to implement a solution without using MDM. After a few back
and forths, we were directed to Apple DTS where we were passed to Quinn who over the period
of over a month and half helped us develop the functional NEVPN solution that we recently
submitted. Rejected again.
How Can this be? How can the app that your own DTS team participated in building to resolve
the rejected MDM issue be then rejected? NEVPN was the proposed solution made by your
department.
We spent an additional 30k+ in this fix just to be told “we no longer support Parental Control
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Apps” which, in your App Store, you still have parental control apps that are purchasable and
downloadable that use MDM and even say in the description they use MDM. (KidsLox)
Please help us out here and help me understand a little more clear than the answer we received
from Bill “Sorry, there is nothing I can do”
I understand that you are a very high up exec and VP at Apple. And I know that my last 3 emails
that were addressed to you have been answered by your team members, but I am really hoping to
have a conversation and hopefully come up with a resolution that works for both of us in regards
to this matter. I really do not want to take this issue to press or pursue a legal confrontation, but a
small company like ourselves was just highly impacted by these recent actions. I would prefer to
work with Apple in a solution keeping its high reputation stated in articles like :
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/09/apple-children-parental-tools-controlsiphone-addiction-claims-open-letter
We would love to continue to work with Apple with our Goya-Move solution in addition to a
couple of other solutions that we have that would put Apple on the forefront of Digital WellBeing and brought to the top as a company that cares about Digital Health when it pertains to
Children.
Being a National PTA Partner, Im sure that CalSTRS and Jana Partners would appreciate the
solutions that we are trying to work with Apple
Looking forward to your prompt reply
Confidential
President

Confidential
Confidential
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Subject:
From:

Re: Apple Cracks Down on Apps That Fight iPhone Addiction - The New
York Times
"Tor Myhren" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Sat, 27 Apr 2019 15:08:22 +0000
To:

Cc:

"Michael Lewis" <

1
1

Confidential

Confidential
Confidential

Date:

Confidential

F>,"Jared Gosler"

Confidential

k"Magdalen Kennedy" 1
>,"Scott Miller" <

Confidential

J>

Confidential

Sat, 27 Apr 2019 15:08:22 +0000

This quite incriminating. Is it true?

> On Apr 27, 2019, at 8:03 AM, Michael Lewis <

Confidential

> wrote:

> https://www. nytimes.com/2019/04/27/technology/apple-screen-time-trackers. html
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Subject: Safe WiFi / Smart Family
From: Confidential
Received(Date): Tue, 09 Oct 2018 12:13:28 +0000
To: "Phil Schiller" Confidential
Cc: "Doug Beck" Confidential
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2018 12:13:28 +0000
Phil,

I write to request your personal engagement and intervention on two issues of significance to the
our work together and our ongoing relationship.

First, as you may be aware, after extensive discussions and escalations with your team, Verizon
has met continued resistance and been forced by Apple to remove a customer-focused capability
to block ad tracking from Verizon’s Safe WiFi application. This is disappointing to Verizon, as
this feature has been a popular service with our customers, and disabling it will cause confusion
and concern.

The Safe WiFi app provides consumers the choice to implement the important privacy
protections of a VPN and ad tracking blocking. The ad tracking blocker feature is comparable to
existing ad tracking blocking that consumers frequently use when browsing the web. Like other
apps, Safe WiFi extends this protection to browsing and apps on the user’s mobile device. The
feature is only enabled by the consumer, reflecting our shared desire to provide consumers choice
in determining their level of privacy protection.

We do not believe our Safe WiFi application violates Apple’s policies, because no unauthorized
actions are defaulted in the application, and the end user is fully informed on the benefits and
impacts associated with invoking this important privacy protection capability.

While my team and I disagree with Apple’s demand to remove the ad tracking blocker feature
from Verizon’s Safe WiFi app, especially given the numerous examples of other applications
currently offering similar functionality in the App Store, we have nevertheless made that material
modification to our solution – one that we believe unfairly and unnecessarily prevents a privacy
protection our customers desire.
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In addition to the disconnect between our two teams for Safe WiFi, my team has also made me
aware of a new concern regarding our Smart Family application.

Verizon’s Smart Family application provides parents or guardians with a long list of cross-OS
benefits including location alerts, blocking of harmful content, management of approved
contacts, screen time limits, and appropriate downloading of age appropriate applications.

This valuable solution leverages Apple’s MDM capability (and similar capabilities from Google)
in support of these features. My team was recently advised by Apple that MDM support would
be removed from our application. Should Apple maintain that position, it would significantly
prejudice Smart Family’s current and future capabilities for Apple devices.

Given the well-received benefits of Smart Family, I request that your teams work directly with
mine to find a workable solution that will maintain these important features within Smart Family
for the Apple ecosystem now and on a go-forward basis.

While we recognize Apple’s interest in a well-ordered ecosystem, Apple’s recent actions suggest
a perilous absence of collaboration and common sense. For example, we were recently forced to
seek review by your App Review Board of a nonsensical and arbitrary requirement that Verizon
make Smart Family available to non-Verizon subscribers. Even a cursory understanding of that
service, as we have explained to your teams, reveals that the service is fundamentally tied to our
subscribers’ use of our network. Yet, even upon “appeal”, Apple has rejected Smart Family on
that basis.

Beyond these recent disconnects between our teams, I believe our product groups need to work
together more collaboratively, and in the spirit of partnership, on customer-friendly approaches to
app store policies and important application enablement features that are in the best interests of
our customers.

To that end and as two organizations committed to real customer choice and great customer
experience, I'd like to suggest that we get a small group of senior leaders together to discuss how
best to avoid some of the most recent disconnects described above, so that we can ensure we are
both well positioned to support a comprehensive engagement and support model that puts our
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customers' needs first and foremost in all of our future activities together.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on Safe WiFi and Smart Family, and how best to get the
teams together to re-align on our future endeavors together.

Regards,

Confi
l

Sent from my Verizon iPad
Verizon - making 5G impossible to ignore
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Subject:

From:

Re: From a young Parent -Ref' Purging rivals' in NYT

"Philip Schiller" <

Confidential

>

Received(Date): Mon, 29 Apr 2019 19:20:26 +0000

To:
Bcc:
Date:

Confidential

"Philip Schiller" <

Confidential

Mon, 29 Apr 2019 19:20:26 +0000

Confidential

Thank you for considering using Apple's products and for your email.

I would like to assure you that the App Store team has acted extremely responsibly in

this matter, helping to protect our children from technologies that could be used to
violate their privacy and security. After you learn of some of the facts I hope that you

agree.
Unfortunately the New York Times article you reference did not share our complete
statement, nor explain the risks to children had Apple not acted on their behalf. Apple
has long supported providing apps on the App Store, that work like our ScreenTime

feature, to help parents manage their children's access to technology and we will
continue to encourage development of these apps. There are many great apps for
parents on the App Store, like "Moment - Balance Screen Time" by Moment Health and
"Verizon Smart Family" by Verizon Wireless.
However, over the last year we became aware that some parental management apps
were using a technology called Mobile Device Management or "MDM" and installing an
MDM Profile as a method to limit and control use of these devices. MDM is a technology

that gives one party access to and control over many devices, it was meant to be used
by a company on it's own mobile devices as a management tool, where that company
has a right to all of the data and use of the devices. The MDM technology is not

intended to enable a developer to have access to and control over consumers' data and
devices, but the apps we removed from the store did just that. No one, except you,

should have unrestricted access to manage your child's device, know their location,
track their app use, control their mail accounts, web surfing, camera use, network
access, and even remotely erase their devices. Further, security research has shown
that there is risk that MDM profiles could be used as a technology for hacker attacks by

assisting them in installing apps for malicious purposes on users' devices.
When the App Store team investigated the use of MDM technology by some developers

of apps for managing kids devices and learned the risk they create to user privacy and
security, we asked these developers to stop using MDM technology in their apps.
Protecting user privacy and security is paramount in the Apple ecosystem and we have
important App Store guidelines to not allow apps that could pose a threat to consumers
privacy and security. We will continue to provide features, like ScreenTime, designed to

help parents manage their children's access to technology and we will work with
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developers to offer many great apps on the App Store for these uses, using

technologies that are safe and private for us and our children.
Thank you,
Phil

From:

Confidential

Subject: From a young Parent -Ref' Purging rivals' in NYT
Date: April 29, 2019 at 9:58:33 AM PDT

TO:

Confidential

Dear Tim
I am an Apple customer from India.

Until 2017 I was an Android phone user, as I kept looking for a compact phone the search led me
to iphone SE.

As I was battling my decision to jump over to Apple ecosystem, you stood strongly against US
Govt when requests were made to

weaken the encryption system .
That was the Moment I made the decision and came into iPhone world.

A year ago, I got upset as SE's brand new version never came, However I took as a change that
cannot be stopped. Obviously there are multitude reasons why a Manufacturer would

not continue with a range of product.
I am a parent, we have two kids, 4 & 7. My wife owns an Android, a happy android user. In

recent weeks we were discussing to get iphone for her too so we can be in same ecosystem thus
start using apps that would become useful for us in managing household activities.
One of the points that made me support this approach was, the ability to secure the phones of
children by parent, i.,e Parent controls which I could easily download knowing Apple's app
approval process is stronger
than Android.
And now, I read this article in NYT where it is upsetting to read that : ( 'Purging Rivals', Jack
Nicas The NewYorkTimes. 29 April 2019).
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1) In the ambition to win over parental control apps, you are unethically killing entrepreneurs and

small business.
2) in this greed, Apple is making kid's safety a collateral damage.
I have put the decision on hold and I am even considering returning to Android, of course a
iphone buyer of SE won't affect your bottom-line, I hope as a person who stood up ethically for

the customer's privacy you would value our Children's safely too.
I hope a review process in light of the article that appeared in the newspaper would correct the
unethical and Unsafe practice Apple is carrying out with blind ambition.
Best regards

Confidential

Truth is a pathless land
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Subject:

Re: Confidenti parental restriction app

From:

Confidential

Received(Date): Sun, 28 Apr 2019 12:49:32 +0000
To:

Date:

"Philip Schiller" <

Confidential

>

Sun, 28 Apr 2019 12:49:32 +0000

Mr Schiller,
Thanks for your reply. We should acknowledge that Apple has been aware that these apps were
using MDM for a long time, and continued to approve them to stay in the App Store.
Mobile device management (MI)M) is EXACTLY what many parents need to control their kids
devices. Please restore this functionality that has existed for years. Screen Time is much less

effective and "watered down" in comparison.
My son doesn't get "screen time limits" He has to do his work to be earn access to his game
apps each day. 30mins of work grants him 30mins on his apps. Or 45mins etc. This is not
something he requests - it is something I initiate and enable from my device thanks to OurPact
and its use of MDM. The other option is to physically take away and give back the phone each
day. MDM is a software solution that is better than physically taking away the phone away and
giving it back. If we cannot have robust control of our children's iPhones once again, we will get
them an Android instead so that we can once again have that control.
Please allow parental control software to use MDM. This is just as important as corporations
using MDM for their employees. One could even argue that it's more important than the reasons
corporations have for using MDM. Our children's health is at stake.

Thank you.

On Apr 27, 2019, at 6:30 PM, Philip Schiller <

Confidential

> wrote:

Confidential

Thank you for being a customer of Apple's products and for your email.

I would like to assure you that the App Store team has acted extremely responsibly in this matter,
helping to protect our children from technologies that could be used to violate their privacy and
security. After youleam of some ofthe facts I hope that you agree.
Unfortunately the New York Times article you reference did not share our complete statement,
nor explain the risks to children had Apple not acted on their behalf. Apple has long supported
providing apps on the App Store, that work like our ScreenTime feature, to help parents manage

their children's access to technology and we will continue to encourage development of these
apps. There are many great apps for parents on the App Store, like "Moment - Balance Screen
Time" by Moment Health and "Verizon Smart Family" by Verizon Wireless.
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However, over the last year we became aware that some parental management apps were using a
technology called Mobile Device Management or "MDM' and installing an MI)M Profile as a
method to limit and control use of these devices. MDM is a technology that gives one party

access to and control over many devices, it was meant to be used by a company on ifs own
mobile devices as a management tool, where that company has a right to all of the data and use of
the devices. The MDM technology is not intended to enable a developer to have access to and

control over consumers' data and devices, but the apps we removed from the store did just that.
No one, except you, should have unrestricted access to manage your child's device, know their

location, track their app use, control their mail accounts, web surfing, camera use, network
access, and even remotely erase their devices. Further, security research has shown that there is
risk that MDM profiles could be used as a technology for hacker attacks by assisting them in

installing apps for malicious purposes on users' devices.
When the App Store team investigated the use of MDM technology by some developers of apps
for managing kids devices and learned the risk they create to user privacy and security, we asked
these developers to stop using MDM technology in their apps. Protecting user privacy and
security is paramount in the Apple ecosystem and we have important App Store guidelines to not
allow apps that could pose a threat to consumers privacy and security. We will continue to
provide features, like ScreenTime, designed to help parents manage their children' s access to
technology and we will work with developers to offer many great apps on the App Store for these
uses, using technologies that are safe and private for us and our children.
Thank you,

Phil

From:

Confidential

Date: April 27,2019 at 8:05:21 AM PDT

To:

Confidential

Subject: Confidential parental restriction app

Mr Cook,

I am a parent of 3 young children. Apple recently enabled screen time restrictions on iOS, which
was a great development. However, Apple then removed several apps from the App Store such as
Confidenti which have much more advanced options not available in iOS Screen Time. As a result,
for many parents who used confidenti we have LOST many restrictions options that we had
before. It is ironic that Apple's actions through removal of this app have resulted in the loss of
many parental controls such as remote locking and unlocking of apps. I am very familiar with
ScreenTime functions, and they simply do not replicate what
Confidential
~ offers. Not even
close.
Please allou Confidenti to continue offering its services on iOS. It is used my many thousands of
iOS uses. You have taken away capabilities that are simply not offered on iOS.
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Thank you.
Confidential
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Subject:

Re: Parental controls

From:

Confidential

Received(Date): Sat, 27 Apr 2019 22:48:06 +0000
To:

Date:

"Philip Schiller" <

Confidential

Sat, 27 Apr 2019 22:48:06 +0000

Phil-

Your explanation is very convenient, for Apple to completely dominate the parental controls
market with an inferior product.

I have already reached out to both of my Senators about this monopolistic, opportunistic power
grab by Apple. It is not right. I have also written a letter to the editor at the Washington post,
which willlikely be published next week. Next week I will contact the Governor's office of the

state of California
Surely Apple can do better than this. If this issue not corrected, we will sign up for an android
phone next time. Please, try to help your customers, rather than just your pocketbook. Thank you.
Confidential

What the caterpillar calls the end of the world, the Master calls the butterfly.
- Richard Bach
On Apr 27, 2019, at 3:38 PM, Philip Schiller <

Confidential

> wrote:

Confidential

Thank you for being customers of Apple and for your email.

I would like to assure you that the App Store team has acted extremely responsibly in this matter,
helping to protect our children from technologies that could be used to violate their privacy and
security. After youleam ofsome ofthe facts I hope that you agree.
Unfortunately the New York Times article you reference did not share our complete statement,
nor explain the risks to children had Apple not acted on their behalf. Apple has long supported
providing apps on the App Store, that work like our ScreenTime feature, to help parents manage

their children's access to technology and we will continue to encourage development of these
apps. There are many great apps for parents on the App Store, like "Moment - Balance Screen
Time" by Moment Health and "Verizon Smart Family" by Verizon Wireless.
However, over the last year we became aware that some parental management apps were using a
technology called Mobile Device Management or "MDM' and installing an MI)M Profile as a
method to limit and control use of these devices. MDM is a technology that gives one party
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access to and control over many devices, it was meant to be used by a company on ifs own
mobile devices as a management tool, where that company has a right to all of the data and use of
the devices. The MDM technology is not intended to enable a developer to have access to and

control over consumers' data and devices, but the apps we removed from the store did just that.
No one, except you, should have unrestricted access to manage your child's device, know their

location, track their app use, control their mail accounts, web surfing, camera use, network
access, and even remotely erase their devices. Further, security research has shown that there is
risk that MDM profiles could be used as a technology for hacker attacks by assisting them in

installing apps for malicious purposes on users' devices.
When the App Store team investigated the use of MDM technology by some developers of apps
for managing kids devices and learned the risk they create to user privacy and security, we asked
these developers to stop using MDM technology in their apps. Protecting user privacy and
security is paramount in the Apple ecosystem and we have important App Store guidelines to not
allow apps that could pose a threat to consumers privacy and security. We will continue to
provide features, like ScreenTime, designed to help parents manage their children's access to
technology and we will work with developers to offer many great apps on the App Store for these
uses, using technologies that are safe and private for us and our children.

Thank you,
Phil

From:

Confidential

Date: April 27, 2019 at 10 04 02 AMPD'l

To:
Confidential
Subject: Parental controls
Hi Mr. CookI just read in the New York Times about how Apple is forcing parental control apps out of
business. We have been using contidentia and it has made our family life much much better.
Our kids still use their phones, but with appropriate limits. The research on Device use clearly
shows that limiting device use leads to happier kids.

Please, Mr. Cook, either drastically improve the Apple parental controls (which are almost
completely unhelpful currently) or let the others live again. Thank you.
Confidential

What the caterpillar calls the end of the world, the Master calls the butterfly.
- Richard Bach
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Apple Need to Know Confidential

MEMORANDUM
Date:

January 31, 2017

To:

Antitrust File

From:

Deena Said, Antitrust Compliance Officer

Subject:

Section V.H of Final Judgment

Pursuant to Section V. H of the Final Judgment, Apple’s Antitrust Compliance Officer shall furnish to the
United States and the Representative Plaintiff States on a quarterly basis electronic copies of any nonprivileged communications with any Person containing allegations of Apple’s non-compliance with any
provisions of this Final Judgment or violations of the antitrust laws.
For the period October 1 to December 31, 2016 (roughly Apple’s First Quarter), Apple did not receive
any new allegations of Apple’s non-compliance with any provisions of the Final Judgment or violations
of the antitrust laws.
In previous reports, I have provided letters from Spotify alleging anti-competitive behavior on the part
of Apple as well as Apple’s response. I am now providing a letter sent by Apple’s General Counsel to
Spotify’s General Counsel, explaining that Apple had discovered, once again, that Spotify was not
complying with the App Store rules. Spotify’s General Counsel responded to this letter on November 21,
2016.
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November 21, 2016
Bruce Sewell, Esq.
SVP, General Counsel and Secretary
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Dear Bruce:
I was surprised by your October 28 letter. Considering that Apple twice approved the latest
versions of our app, we thought we had moved past these issues and the sorts of threats
your letter makes against us and our users. Since it appears we have not and your team has
now taken the remarkable step of revoking approval for Spotify’s previously approved app
and, once again, threatening us with removal of our app from the App Store, I would like to
set the record straight.
First, you say that Spotify’s current app “directs users to link out of the App Store and go to
Spotify’s website for all commercial transactions.” That is not true. Our app does not include
a link to Spotify’s payment flow, and Spotify is in no way violating Apple’s App Store
rules. Instead, Apple seems intent on preventing Spotify from communicating with its
customers, even via e-mail outside the app itself. Plainly, there is no legal or contractual
basis for Apple to interfere with app developers’ right to directly and freely communicate
with their customers, especially in a case like this where the communication takes place
outside the app itself.
Second, you suggest that Spotify somehow misled Apple into approving its app. But you
know that when our app was approved back in September, it was submitted at your team’s
express invitation and with a specific request to update specific features; it was not
conditioned upon any change in the operation of the app or any other commitment on the
part of Spotify. It is clear from our correspondence on this topic over the last several
months that Spotify’s position has been clear and completely above board, and that it has
not change during the app review and approval process.
Apple’s Unwarranted Complaints About Spotify’s Current App
Your letter and Apple’s App Review Team complain that our App violates the App Store
rules in two ways: (1) because we serve an ad for Spotify’s family plan that does not link to
any external purchase mechanisms; and (2) because of an off-platform email to Spotify’s
users. Neither violates Apple’s rules.

1
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Spotify’s Family Plan Ad
On November 2, your review team revoked approval of our app and informed us that an ad
for Spotify’s Premium for Family plan violates Rule 3.1.1. The ad shows three screens.

If a user selects the “Learn More” button, the user is directed to a “walled-off” web-page
that provides information about Spotify’s discounted Family Plan. Spotify specially
designed this walled-off web-page to comply with the App Store rules. As such, the ad does
not link to Spotify’s web-based payment flow nor does it provide information about how to
purchase the Family Plan. It is not possible for a user to navigate to Spotify’s web-based
payment flow from the site. See https://www.spotify.com/us/watch-now/family-learnmore/. The ad neither “link[s] out to external mechanisms” for purchase (former Rule
11.13) nor “direct[s] customers to purchasing mechanisms other than IAP” (Rule 3.1.1). As
such, we are confused as to why Apple is now claiming this ad violates the App Store Rules
and would appreciate an explanation of why you believe this violates App Store Rule 3.1.1,
and why you believe this rule applies to the Spotify app in the first place.1

1

Your letter and the App Review Team repeatedly refer to Rule 3.1.1, which was introduced in June
2016 after months of disagreement with Spotify about these very issues. Apple publicly stated that
“the guidelines themselves haven’t changed” in that update. See
https://developer.apple.com/news/?id=06132016c. To the extent that you interpret Rule 3.1.1 as
having altered the scope of the previous rule 11.13, it does not apply to our situation because it is a
unilateral change designed to prohibit behavior that was previously in compliance with Apple's old
rules.

2
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Free Trial and Off-Platform Communications with Customers
Second, your App Review Team has again taken issue with Spotify’s free-trial and email
communications with its customers, claiming that these communications violate Apple’s
App Store rules.
Examples of Spotify Emails Offering Users A Free Trial

To be clear, these communications with our customers about the 30-day trial of Premium
service take place over email, entirely outside the iOS app environment. Apple and
numerous third party app developers do just the same. I cannot understand how Apple
would think it has the right to control or shut down those off-platform and out-of-app
communications with Spotify’s customers. There is no legal or legitimate business
justification for such an intrusion into communications between an app developer and its
customers that occur via email, completely outside the app. Indeed, in my July 18, 2016
letter to you, I wrote:
Given the absence of any in-app mechanism for subscription, it appears once again
that Apple takes the position that even off-platform emails sent by Spotify to users
of its free app violate Apple’s App Store rules unless we agree to use Apple’s
IAP. Yet, there is no contractual or legal basis for such assertion, and a ban of all
such off-platform communications represents an unreasonable (and crippling)

3
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interference by Apple in the business of freemium app developers like Spotify, who
depend upon such marketing efforts to build their business.
Neither you nor anyone else at Apple ever responded to these concerns. We had no reason
to think this was an ongoing issue. But, most importantly, as a general matter Apple’s
attempt to interfere with Spotify’s communication with its users is unlawful, and an
unreasonable extension of the letter and spirit of Apple’s own App Store Rules with serious
anti-competitive effects.
Apple Has Constantly Changed Its Rules and Applied Them Inconsistently
You also claim that these “rules … apply equally to all other developers.” This, too, is
wrong. Like prior correspondence, your letter ignores that Apple is favoring its own
downstream music streaming service by imposing discriminatory and unfair terms and
conditions on Spotify--instead of competing on the merits. In addition, Apple applies its
IAP rules only to apps that charge for digital goods, which happen to be the apps that
compete directly with Apple. But those rules are applied inconsistently. We have observed
many inconsistencies in Apple’s App Review Process which result in other apps being
permitted to do the very things your team actively prohibits Spotify from doing.
To illustrate, Apple rejected Spotify’s app for having links to its website in its Terms of
Service. Deezer, however, is permitted to have links to its website through its terms and
conditions where direct access to an upsell through their web-based payment flow is
possible. Other apps that are either freemium or have free trials (e.g., LinkedIn, Instapaper,
HootSuite, etc.) are also permitted to have hyperlinks from within the terms and conditions
pages to their websites. This all is well beyond what Spotify’s app does, and one is hardpressed to imagine what could drive such obviously discriminatory treatment besides an
attempt to unlawfully gain competitive advantage.
Further, Apple has used ad hoc interpretations of its rules to reject Spotify’s updates. For
example:


In May 2016, Apple claimed that Spotify could not communicate in-app with its
users about discounts and alternative payment systems even though Spotify never
presented the user with a “link” or “buy button.”



In June, Apple claimed that both the “email me offer” for a free trial button and
Spotify’s account registration feature violated the “spirit” of the app store rules and
unwritten “business model rules,” even though there is no actual rule against
it. Spotify removed that button in response to Apple’s complaints, though it was
clear that the button did not violate Apple’s rules at the time.
4
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Then, while Spotify’s app was still in the review process, in an obvious effort to
conform its rules with its business goals, Apple unilaterally replaced Rule 11.13 with
new App Store Review Guidelines Rule 3.1.1 prohibiting not just links to external
mechanisms but also “calls to action that direct customers to purchasing
mechanisms other than IAP.”



Later that month, Apple claimed that Spotify could not communicate with its own
customers, inside its own app, about the existence of its own Premium service—
even if there was no link, button, or mention of any offer of any kind.



Shortly after our meeting in early July, Apple objected to an out-of-app welcome
email to free users, claiming that this email violated the App Store Rules because it
mentioned the Premium service.



Just a few days later, Apple claimed that the combination of the 7-day trial period
and out-of-app emails about that trial period violated the rules—even though no
financial information was exchanged, and there was no in-app mechanism by which
the user could upgrade to the Premium service outside of the app.



Now again, your App Review Team invokes the same logic for reversing its prior
approval of our update.

Throughout this period, we have tried to accommodate your shifting IAP-related demands
targeted at Spotify, but it is difficult for us to understand and predict how you are
interpreting your rules given how your position continues to change over time.
*****
Spotify does not seek “specialized and privileged treatment;” to the contrary, we are trying
to avoid specialized discrimination. Apple has invoked its discretion over the App Store
review process to creatively interpret the App Store’s Rules in a way that prevents Spotify
from operating as other apps can. All developers have a clear and unambiguous legal right
to directly and freely communicate with their customers, and the playing field must be level.
Apple’s attempts to control this aspect of Spotify’s relationship with its customers is
particularly troubling given that Apple and Spotify compete directly in the digital music
market.
I remain hopeful that we can put these issues behind us. Apple has built an important
platform, and we understand that Apple wants to manage and run it. But like so many other
developers, we have invested enormous resources to deliver an innovative product and
5
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great user experience to consumers, and we cannot allow Apple use its control over the
App Store to harm Spotify’s relationships with our customers. As always, we are open and
willing to work with Apple on a reasonable solution. But we cannot operate under a cloud
of constant threats of removal of our app from the App Store without justification.
Kind Regards,

Horacio Gutierrez
General Counsel

6
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Subject:
From:
To:
Cc:

Re: New Kindle App Ad
"Steve Jobs" Confidential
"Philip Schiller" Confidential
"Cue Eddy" Confidential
, "Joswiak Greg" Confidential
Confidential
Jobs"
Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 18:10:58 +0000

,"Steve

Phil - I agree with you here 100%. It's time for them to decide to use our payment mechanism or
bow out.
And I think it's time to begin applying this uniformly except for existing subscriptions (but
applying it for new ones).
Steve
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 23, 2010, at 5:02 AM, Philip Schiller Confidential

wrote:

> I found the TV advertisements on YouTube (link below). Interestingly, I also found that
Amazon posted the reverse ad as well (the same woman switching from Android to iPhone).
>
> In both versions of the TV ad Amazon is demonstrating that users build vast libraries of Kindle
books directly on their phones, which does in fact violate our published terms and guidelines.
One reason we originally approved the exception for Amazon not using In App Purchase for a
digital good or service was the expectation that users would often be buying books on a Kindle
device and later accessing them on an iPhone. Amazon’s early marketing of the Kindle app
reflected that use pattern. A lot has changed since then. We have sold many more iPhones and
iPod touch than they have Kindle devices, we have the iPad now as a reading device as well, and
their marketing has changed to reflect that more often Kindle app users are purchasing digital
books right on their phones.
>
> I do think that we should tell Amazon that based on their own TV ads it is clear that the use of
their App now violates our terms and guidelines and that they need to use our In App Purchase
system for digital book sales as well. We should ask them to come back to us with a plan on how
they will get their app in compliance with the rules. Based on our past discussions I expect they
will may choose not to do that. We would then likely have to decide whether to pull the Kindle
app from the store or continue to allow an exception to our terms and guidelines for the Kindle
app.
>
> Kindle switching to Android ad: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gROe-7EQncU
>
> Kindle switching to iPhone ad: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2x6046zzJ8
>
>
> On Nov 22, 2010, at 10:34 PM, Steve Jobs wrote:
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>
>> What do you recommend we do?
>>
>> The first step might be to say they must use our payment system for everything, including
books (triggered by the newspapers and magazines). If they want to compare us to Android, let's
force them to use our far superior payment system. Thoughts?
>>
>> Steve
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>>
>> On Nov 22, 2010, at 7:55 PM, Philip Schiller Confidential
wrote:
>>
>>> I just watched a new Amazon Kindle app ad on TV.
>>>
>>> It starts with a woman using an iPhone and buying and reading books with the Kindle app.
The woman then switches to an Android phone and still can read all her books.
>>> While the primary message is that there are Kindle apps on lots of mobile devices, the
secondary message that can’t be missed is that it is easy to switch from iPhone to Android.
>>>
>>> Not fun to watch.
>
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Subject:

From:

Re: Magazine subscription write up

"Steve Jobs" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Sun, 06 Feb 2011 21:19:57 +0000
To:

"Eddy Cue" <

Cc:

"Philip Schiller" <

Date:

Confidential

>

Confidential

Sun, 06 Feb 2011 21:19:57 +0000

I think this is all pretty simple - iBooks is going to be the only bookstore on iOS devices.
We need to hold our heads high. One can read books bought elsewhere, just not
buy/renUsubscribe from iOS without paying us, which we acknowledge is prohibitive for

many things.
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 6,2011, at 11:17 AM, Eddy Cue <

confidential

> wrote:

> I am also looking forward to discussing whether we require in-app for books. At first
this doesn't seem that bad not to require but the more I think about it, it will be very
problematic. It will be difficult to limit this to books. What about Netflix, WSJ, MLB,
Pandora, etc? They will all do it it. Where do you draw the line? And many other would
want it (e.g. magazines and games). The problem is many can afford 30% but others will
say they can't. This is going to be a huge decision for us. We don't want to lose the apps

from iOS and at the same time we don't want to compromise the app experience that we

have (e.g. don't have to enter your info or payment everywhere).
> Eddy

> Sent from my iPhone
> On Feb 6, 2011, at 12:27 PM, Philip Schiller <

Confidential

> wrote:

>> One interesting point: magazines and newspapers argued that they don't like our

offering because they want to get a lot of customer data (mostly name, email, address,
phone number) but one of the big things they get by offering an app is a ton of customer
data that they never had before - they can learn what stories customers read, how often
and long they read, where they are (weather), what teams they follow (sports), when
they were born (horoscopes), what companies they follow (stocks and business), what
games they play (crosswords, suduko, etc), what ads they click on, etc. It is very

impressive all they can learn about customers without forcing the customer to provide
anything that they do not want to share.
>>
>>

>> On Feb 6, 2011, at 1:11 PM, Eddy Cue wrote:
>>

>>> I thought we should meet to go over the rules. We need to decide what we want to
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do with books. I have asked Lanita for a meeting with Phil, you and I this week.
>>>

>>> The basic premise is if the publisher brings a subscriber we get nothing and if we
bring the subscriber we get 70/30. Apps must offer our in-app subscription offer and can
not link out to any other. Publisher can offer subscriptions through any of their

mechanisms (e.g. print, web site).
>>>

>>> Here are the rules with all the fine details for subscriptions -

>>> · Only for magazine and newspaper apps
>>> · Offer can be weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, bi-yearly or yearly (you can

offer more than one)
>>> · Customer is automatically charged each time (e.g. weekly) until they indicate that
they no longer wish to subscribe. At that point, they will receive any pending issues to

the end of their paid subscription.
>>> · When customer buys a subscription, they will be asked if they want to share their
name, email and zip code with the publisher. In addition, the publisher can offer a free

incentive based on their offer (e.g. extra month for monthly or 2 weeks for weekly) if
customer agrees to send the information.
>>> · Newspaper or magazine publisher sets the subscription pricing (can be free if they

want to)
>>> · Subscription rates must be equal or less than other digital rate offered elsewhere
>>> · If publisher changes the subscription price, it applies to all existing subscribers at

the time of renewal (if the price is higher than the customer was paying, they will be
notified and will need to agree to the higher rate).
>>> · Revenue split is 70/30 for all subscription payments (Apple is not involved with

any transaction that happens outside the store)
>>> · Subscription can include any other digital access (e.g. access to paid web site)
>>> · Subscription can not include any physical product (e.g. print)>>> · App can not

require sign in or personal information at launch but can optionally ask the customer if
they wish to register with their site (existing rule already)
>>> · In the app, you can make other product offerings (e.g. buy a calendar, signup for

an email list) transacted directly with the publisher
>>> · Newspaper or magazine publisher can give free access to existing print

subscribers (publisher does authentication)
>>> · Newspaper or magazine publisher can sell digital subscriptions on their properties
and Apple does not get any payments (publisher does authentication)
>>> · The app must have a subscription offer using Apple's recurring subscription (can

not link out from the app to any subscription offering).
>>>

>>> This may sound complicated but it addresses their needs and bounds the box
which we must do. Without it, some will try to do things that are not appropriate or fair.
>>>

>>> For books, it is less complicated except book stores will claim this model doesn't
work because they pay 30% to the publisher already. For those with which this is the
case, they would break even. They have other ways to make money using their own
sites and cutting better deals. If I want to sell my Android book app on their new Android
store I only get 20% so Amazon is getting a better deal !
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>>>

>>> The book rules are >>> · App must include Apple in-app purchases for new books (can not link out to buy a

book)
>>> · App may read books purchased outside the app.
>>>

>>> We will get you a draft of this by tomorrow.
>>>

>>> Eddy
>>>
>>>

>>> On Feb 6, 2011, at 10:38 AM, Steve Jobs wrote:
>>>

>>>> I have seen nothing yet. We need a few paragraphs clearly stating our philosophy,

and how this directly translates into our new policies.
>>>>

>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>
>>
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Subject:

From:

Fwd: Valve Steam Link

"Cameron Rogers" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Wed, 30 May 2018 16:41:42 +0000

To:
Date:

"Phil Schiller" <

Confidential

Wed, 30 May 2018 16:41:42 +0000

Hi Phil,

I think I understand our position on SteamLink now with regards to IAP and UGC, but I just
want to point out that it still isn't obvious to people inside the company that work directly on the
App Store. I think few people understand the subtleties of the rules as well as you do.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mark Hickey <

Confidential

Date: May 29, 2018 at 3:42:50 PMPDT

To: "Michael A. Wong" <

Grimm <
<

~>, Paul Ramsbottom <
Confidential
~>, Mark
>, Nicola Sebastiani <
E-BRan
Johns
Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

~

Cc: Shaan Pruden <

Confidential

>, Cameron Rogers <

Confidential

Subject: Re: Valve Steam Link

From my understanding the app was just supposed to allow you to browse the games
you already own and not access the Steam Store itself (or to transact within it). I'm not
sure why launching a game I already own from within the Steam Link app would violate
policy. From a functionality standpoint, there seems to be little difference between what
Steam Link does and a standard remote access/VMWare app, of which there are plenty
on the App Store.
Do we know specifically which App Review guidelines they are in violation of?

Thanks,
Mark

Mark Hickey I

App Store Business Manager, Games I M:

confidential

Confidential

Testflight

Confidential
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App Store Developer Portal
On 5/29/18 2:53 PM, Michael A. Wong wrote:

Valve Stakeholders:
As you probably saw, we put our perspective on the Steam Link rejection via Phil's reply to
customer emails.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/05/26/api)les-phil-schiller-confirms-steam-link-ios-ant)failed-to-meet-app-store-guidelines
"We've discussed these issues with Valve and will continue to work with them to help
bring the Steam experience to iOS and Apple TV in a way that complies with the

store's guidelines."
The direction is clear even though the destination is not.

The question remains how/if the Steam Link app can be made compliant to the App Store
guidelines and if we think there is a way forward from an App Review perspective. The only
idea I came up with was allowing the app to only stream a game once initiated from the
PC/Mac. There would be no browsing of the Steam catalog, regardless if the app is in the
customer's own local library.
If you have any other ideas, let's get them together and I'll run them by App Review and see
what the road forward looks like before we contact Valve.
Thanks.
Michael
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Subject:

From:

Re: Business Interruption

"Sievert, Mike" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Thu, 06 Sep 2018 22:31:53 +0000

To:
Date:

"Philip Schiller" 4

Confidential

>

Thu, 06 Sep 2018 22:31:53 +0000

,

Thanks Phil. I appreciate the extra time. I m confident that once we've explained how this

product works, including how it requires network infrastructure elements, that the team will
understand how it's not helpful to the customer (or particularly feasible) to provide an in-app
purchase. In order for 911 service to not be interrupted, for example, we must first make
absolutely sure that the user is a T-Mobile customer, properly set up on the T-Mobile network,

with a network feature enabled.

Good luck with the big announcement next week.
-Mike

Mike Sievert

President 1 COO
T-Mobile
Confidential

From:

Confidential

Sent: Thursday, September 6, 2018 2:15 PM
To: Sievert, Mike
Subject: Re: Business Interruption

Mike,

I received your email. Thank you for sending it.
I have looked into the timeline and communications to understand what has occurred here.

The App Store team gave T-Mobile notice of the guideline violation for the T-Mobile
FamilyMode app on August 17th, again on August 20th, then again September 1 st, September
4th, and finally as an escalation on September 5th.
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I am told your team did address other issues with the app but only started talking to our team
about the IAP issues with any seriousness after the app was finally taken down from the App
Store this week. I too am sorry that it came to this.

The App Store guidelines about requiring In App Purchase for any services and features
delivered via apps is long standing and clear. It is curious to me that you don't think the
guidelines apply in this case.
I heard that something was said about this being in part a business term issue between T-Mobile
and the vendor you use for this app service. I don't know if that is accurate, but I can understand
that it might take your team a bit of time to fix the business issue blocking properly using IAP in
the app. It would be helpful to know if the team is going to address those business issues.

The App Store team will put the T-Mobile FamilyMode app back on the App Store to give the
teams a couple of weeks to work together on the IAP guideline violation. We do want to have the
teams discuss this in earnest, and hopefully resolve the issue quickly.
I can assure you that there is nothing self-serving in this rejection of the T-Mobile FamilyMode

app, the team works very hard to make sure that our guidelines are as clear as possible and
applied to all developers fairly.
Thanks,
Phil

On Sep 6, 2018, at 12:16 PM, Sievert, Mike <

Confidential

> wrote:

Phil,
As you know, Apple took T-Mobile family protection product T-Mobile Family Mode from the App
Store last night. We were warned of this yesterday by some junior person at Apple after some

back and forth where we made a number of requested changes and submitted a new build
yesterday. On the remaining issue (lack of in-app purchase), we responded that we disagree that
FamilyMode violates the App Store terms, and that it's not feasible to do in-app purchases for a

number of reasons, but here we are, the app has vanished and my business operation across
thousands of stores is disrupted this morning.
We are conducting emergency IT mitigation plans and trainings are being completed with tens of

thousands of employees across thousands of retail stores, on how to treat customers who are
paying for this product but now can't download it. This whole place is turned upside down this
morning. This is no way for Apple to treat a partner.
As we have tried to explain to your App Store team several times, FamilyMode doesn't work like
other family protection apps. It is a set of protections that requires provisioning IN OUR
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE, that must be activated in our network biller to work correctly. It
must be sold by our reps and/or activated in our own systems. It may look like lesser OTT
protection apps out there, but it is NOT one. The App Store says they have pulled the App simply
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because we don't offer in-app purchases, but the product requires that the user be a T-Mobile
customer with FamilyMode properly provisioned in our network in order for essential telephony
services like 911 to work properly. This is a life and death issue for our customers.
FamilyMode doesn't violate Apple's terms. It is a controller for a set of mostly network- and
hardware features that protect families from predators on the Internet. We sell the feature like all
other T-Mobile features, at our stores and online. But for totally self-serving (and incorrect)
reasons, Apple yanked it from the market today with no escalation.
In order to prevent further damage to T-Mobile's business, I'd ask that you immediately restore
FamilyMode to the App Store, today, to give our teams more time to explain how the app works to
your teams. I need you to personally lean in and get this fixed.
-Mike
Mike Sievert
President 1 COO
T-Mobile
Confidential
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Subject:

Re: Guidelines when talking to content partners

From:

"Eddy Cue" 1
Confidential
>
Received(Date): Thu, 17 Mar 2011 18:52:32 +0000
To:

"Jai Chulani" <

Confidential

Cc:

" Jeff Robbin" 1

Confidential

>, "Josh Lippman"

Confidential

Date:

Thu, 17 Mar 2011 18:52:32 +0000

For recurring subscriptions, we should ask for 40% of the first year only but we need to work a

few deals to see what is right.
Sent from my iPad
On Mar 17, 2011, at 1:09 PM, Jai Chulani <

Confidential

> wrote:

We've got a couple of things to consider (and I want to clarify a few things).
In-app/on-device transaction (a new user uses his iTunes account and activates on Apple
TV)
- For one-time transactions like MLB, NBA, we ask for a 30% bounty of that fixed fee
- If it's an on-going subscription (like let's say Hulu), we ask for a 30% of subscription on an ongoing basis. Since it's going through the iTunes store, we should be good.

- We are going to need to build in support for customers to enable and disable a subscription of
the service through Apple TV.
Referrals (a new user goes to www.xxx.com/am)letv to sign up)

- For one-time transactions like MLB, NBA, we ask for a 30% bounty of that fixed fee
- But for an on-going subscription service like Hulu, what would we want to deal with a referral

mechanism?
- If we say that the average time a user stays as a subscriber is 2 years. So $8x24 months = $192
is Hulu's revenue. So we would want about 30% of that which is $58.
- They'll probably push back saying that they don't know how what their chum is, there's no

guarantee a customer will stick that long, etc.
- So should we just ask for a 30% bounty of the 1 year subscription fee? After the first year they
get to keep it all. (Is 1 year reasonable or do we want more). So in hulu's case, we ask for $29. (I
think we may be leaving money on the table if we just asked for about 30% of the first year of
sub).
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Or in order to not complicate matters like the above we REQUIRE that for subscription services
like Hulu the transaction go through an in-app purchase? In that case we would get 30% of the

ongoing subscription fee and keep it simple.
In that case (for new customers):
For one-time transactions the content provider can use an in-app transaction or a referral

mechanism and we get 30%
For on-going subscription services, the transaction must be in-app and we get 30%

J al
On Mar 17, 2011, at 7:26 AM, Jeff Robbin wrote:

Adding Josh.
-Jeff
On Mar 17, 2011, at 7:21 AM, Eddy Cue wrote:

fixed bounty for referral, not percentage
On Mar 17, 2011, at 6:58 AM, Jeff Robbin wrote:

-Jeff
Sent from my iPad
On Mar 17, 2011, at 6:34 AM, Eddy Cue <
Confidential
On Mar 16, 2011, at 7:35 AM, Jeff Robbin wrote:

> wrote:

On Mar 15, 2011, at 10:25 PM, Jai Chulani wrote:
As we add more content partners on the platform, I think it may be useful to come up with
some guidelines when talking with them. Here's are some thoughts. Let me know what you
think.

Cable/Sat operators like Cablevision, Comcast, Canal+, Sky, etc
- These guys are pretty entrenched in the market and we're not going to gain much by trying to
make any $ here. Nor are we going to get them many NEW subscribers.
- No referral fees or $$ exchanged
- They will NOT offer any transactional VOD services
- Subscriptions services that are part of their content offering including On-Demand are okay

Agreed, no money here
New Sports subscription services like NHL, MLS (Major League Soccer), NFL,
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EuroSport, MotoGP, etc.
- If we get them a NEW subscriber, we get a revenue share/bounty (30% of the first year
revenues, or on an on-going basis?)
- For an existing customer, no $$ exchanged. Apple TV is just another platform for them
Look at the deals we did for NBA/MLB. Different %s, couldn't get 30% for them.
Ideally, they let us sign up subs as part of the app using your iTunes account. In that case, we
take 3 0%. If it's like MLB where it is a link, it probably chump change so it doesn't matter

much.
Content offerings like Hulu, BBC
- For free, ad-supported content like BBC, no $$ exchanged. Apple TV is just another

platform for them
- For paid subscription like Hulu plus, if we get them a NEW subscriber, we get a revenue

share/bounty (30% of the first year revenues, or on an on-going basis?)
- For an existing customer, no $$ exchanged. Apple TV is just another platform for them
- They will NOT offer any transactional VOD services
BBC is paid outside UK.
You won't get 30% from Hulu Plus, either. They can't afford it.

News and free sports like CNN, Fox, NY Times, ESPN3 etc.
- Typically these are free, ad-supported content, no referral fees or $$ exchanged
No ads in the UI... only in content.
Internet content like Vimeo, Pandora, NPR
- For free content, no referral fees or $$ exchanged
- If we get them a NEW subscriber, we get a revenue share/bounty (30% of the first year
revenues, or on an on-going basis?)

Same % comment.
I don't want to do any deals where we get less than 30%. That is what it is on the app store and
we can't be making a different deal here. If that is not possible than I want a one-time bounly

but we need to very careful here so this doesn't spillover to the app store.
To be clear, the 30% is for subs purchased through our device, not for referrals.

Eddy
-jeff
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Subject: Recap
From: "Eddy Cue" < Confidential >
Received(Date): Tue, 01 Nov 2016 20:37:53 +0000
To: "Jeff Bezos" < Confidential >
Date: Tue, 01 Nov 2016 20:37:53 +0000
Jeff,
I really enjoyed our time together.
Here are the details of what we discussed on Prime Video • Amazon Prime Video app in iOS and Apple TV
• 15% rev share for customers that signup using the app (uses our payment); no rev
share for customers that already subscribe
• content meta-data is provided for Siri and Spotlight search
• support “Watch [showname]” in Siri which will launch your app to the show page
• support new TV app so that shows/episodes being watched are shown and link directly
to your app
• upsell streaming services (e.g. Showtime) in your app - pay 15% only when its a
subscriber that originally signed up through us
• understanding any tax issue is an open question - ready to have our tax team engage
in discussions
Other items to discuss in the future -

Confidential

• Apple reseller - I’ve heard we have teams talking now but we both have to do better
here
I’ve got my team ready to engage when you say so. I will think about the other items and
ping in a couple of weeks.
Eddy
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Subject:

Fwd: iOS evangelist giving up apps based on appreview team

From:

"Tim Cook" <

Confidential

Received(Date): Sun, 25 Jan 2015 21:19:52 +0000

"Eddy Cue" <

To:

Federighi" f

Date:

Confidential
Confidential

> "Phil Schiller" <

Confidential

>," Craig

7

Sun, 25 Jan 2015 21:19:52 +0000

Thoughts?

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:

From:

Confidential

Date: January 25, 2015 at 1:58:46 AMPST

To:

Confidential

Subject: iOS evangelist giving up apps based on appreview team
I fear App Review is getting too powerful. It's no longer about keeping iDevices safe or

protecting the user's best interest
Dear Mr. Cook,

I am a long time Apple evangelist who actively reaches millions of iOS users - you won't know
me by name but maybe (big maybe here) my company - Confidential . I am writing with a heavy
heart tonight. Back in 2008 I swore off anything web related as I believed the future was all about
apps and the old web we knew was dead. I now am forced to give up my beliefs and go back to
web.
I don't expect my email to change anything, but I do believe you would appreciate some of my
thoughts as a developer who has been on the platform since day 1. Iaminno way delusional
enough to think we are partners or that Apple needs us in any respect. Of course we are
insignificant to the success of Apple. Our departure from the App Store won't make even the
tiniest blip. Of course I know that and this is no way meant to try to insinuate otherwise.

I truly appreciate Apple and I really LOVE iOS. These things will never change (when I was
really upset I picked up an Android phone and after 5 mins I couldn't handle how they
completely missed delighting the user over and over again). The moment I got an iPhone in 2007
my life changed. I knew I had to drop everything and develop for this platform (even when there
was no SDK). I knew it was going to change people's lives forever and I had to be part of it. So I
did. We started a company and thankfully:[*~ears later we amassed quite a following helping
people learn to truly love their iOS devices, like we do. confidentlpeople each day turned to our
apps to explore the magic of their devices.
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We didn't care much about Apple rumors or even the latest developments in technology. The
thing we obsessed about was apps. So many ways to augment the power of your device - there
are apps for everything, and if people only knew about them, it would impact their daily lives.
We created several apps to try to solve this problem in many different ways. Of course Apple's
App Store serves this need as well, and we enjoyed watching it beef up its editorial presence. But
a store focused on hundreds of millions of app users and a marketplace for every single app in the
world could not get as granular as we wanted to go. We want to serve the app enthusiast, not the
masses that the App Store is perfect for.

At any rate, it's been our life's work over the past©years to dedicate ourselves to app exploration.
In November last year the App Review team made it clear that our apps were not welcome in the
Store anymore as they actively removed our main app from the Store. They pointed to the rule

(2.26) created just a couple of years ago about what kind of apps can recommend apps other than
its own (by the way I still believe my apps fit the description). We of course have been aware of
this rule since it came out, as we already had a healthy business and significant payroll doing app
journalism. When we saw some apps get removed, it made us more steadfast in our mission.
Because we believed the fact that we were not bothered is because we were doing it the "right 11
way. We were really serving the user and the App Store. Not selling fake "recommendations" as
deceptive ads. We literally turned down millions of dollars in revenues, as developers repeatedly
asked to pay per install to be featured in our app (outside of tradition advertising). It was hard to
turn down the money even though we knew it was not right to users. One thing that made it
easier is our belief that playing it straight would keep us in the App Store and in Apple's good
graces. Our primary revenue stream is Apple itself through the affiliate program and Apple
invites us to their special media events to see the latest devices. So while others had very big
paydays we knew it was a fleeting thing for them, and we were building a company slowly and
steadily that would be around for the life of iOS.
About a year and a half ago Apple changed their affiliate program rules and stopped paying
commissions on most in-app purchases. This cut our revenue by 55% as the "freemium" model is
now so popular. While that hurt, we didn't make a fuss, because it didn't stop us from achieving
our core mission. Money was always just a way for us to keep building more things, the product
is what matters. But now Apple actively removing our app from the store, an app with almost 10
million downloads, it has stopped us completely from reaching the users we aim for. This is not
about money loss, it is not about someone making a product that users like more than ours, this is
about getting killed by the company you kill yourself trying to support. We didn't even have a
web version of the product because we believed the web was dead.
For the past 2.5 months I have tried everything I can think of to get the app back in the store. I've
changed it lots of ways and redesigned it completely. I am always met with swift rej ection and
generic terminology. No one in app review is interested in seeing our app in the store so we're
forced to give up. We have now shifted all our attention back to the old boring web we used to
make fun of. We know we are delivering a lower user experience now, but we don't see another

choice. So now we have web apps and we've literally received thousands of emails from users
who want to download our app and can't find it so we now redirect them to a watered down web
app. We'll try to still excite users about new apps via the web, because it's our passion and we
love it. We just won't be able to build the products we want and we'll have to scale way down
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because the revenue on the web is much smaller than it is in the app. The main reason this
saddens me is I don't understand the point. I always thought I knew what these guidelines were
trying to protect. People gaming the App Store charts and users being tricked into believing bad
apps were the best. But we are not doing that. I can't even make up a reason why I think Apple
would not want our app on the Store. It's a great app with Confiden |5 star reviews and countless

thank you emails from our users.
I fear App Review is getting too powerful. It's no longer about keeping iDevices safe or
protecting the user's best interest. It's now about something else which I don't understand. I am
not alone in this observation and it honestly makes developing on the platform scary. Many other
prominent developers have shared the same ideas with me. We are working on some new ideas
for Apple Watch. We're excited about them. They are not about app recommendations, but cool
uses of iBeacons. But in the back of our minds we are already wondering. What if in a few years
after we have success in what we are doing, Apple decides to make a rule banning it. And even if
we do it in a way that we believe to be in the spirit of Apple and try to make sure we do it as
Apple would want, we could still get whacked. We are now scared of Apple. It's very weird to be
in love with and scared of the same thing: Apple.

Of course I want my app back in the store, but even more I want Apple to really think of the role
of App Review. Why do they exist and do they all understand their role. I no longer believe they
are helping the Store thrive, I now think they are hindering user experiences. I know that is not
the intention and not what Apple wants. So I implore you to please have someone really look into
this. If anything can undermine the success of the App Store it is App Review (it sure isn't
Android, that will always be a 2nd rate port your iOS apps to Android if you have time
experience).
Thank you for everything you guys do at Apple. I appreciate that you don't make flashy Hololens
type videos but ship real products that really think about the problem. I already see what the
watch will be in a couple of years when it won't even require a phone and how different Apple's
watch is compared to the ones before it. So thank you. Please don't give up on TV. That is still
what I am waiting for (I have TV app ideas ready to go too :)

I'll keep bleeding iOS, but I am now truly worried that I won't make enough revenue to continue
my passion. That is my problem not yours, but please do think about the role App Review plays
and if you want them to be this powerful, as they continue to extend beyond the user experience
role they once played. I'd love to talk about this in more depth. We are located in Confidential it
would be a honor to meet you to share my leamings in covering iOS apps since the beginning. I
know that's a long shot but how awesome would that be for me.
And if you actually made it this far in my email thank you. I know this email is way too long to
send to the CEO of the most valuable company in history but I didn't know how to make it any
shorter.
Thank you,
Confidential
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